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Abstract
Merchants, seafarers, pirates: the maritime societies of Southeast Fujian played a
crucial role in maritime activities during the Ming Dynasty. Regarding the
traditional discourse, scholars have discussed the elimination of wokou and local
petty pirates during the late Ming period. This study proves otherwise via an
extensive examination of the governance and management of the maritime
societies implemented by the Ming regime and its local officials. This study
considers how the local officials formed their judgements on the cases of
seafaring population by examining court opinions and other historical materials.
This study also reveals the identities and the cultural habits of the maritime
societies. The findings show that the identities of the societies mentioned above
were not formed in an arbitrary manner. In addition, wokou and local petty pirates
still posed a great threat to the Southeast coast of Fujian during the closing
decades of the Ming Dynasty and that the severity of pirate issues was mainly
related to cultural habits of the maritime societies and the regime’s governance.
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INTRODUCTION

The maritime societies of Imperial China, including pirates, sea merchants
and seafarers, were of central importance to maritime activities in Chinese waters.
They give us a useful window to examine their interrelationships, in particular
how the Ming regime, local officials and coastal dwellers interacted. According to
the past studies, maritime societies resided – and their activities also took place –
along coastal areas. This gives us a sharp contrast with the case of inland areas.
Therefore, exploring the uniqueness of coastal areas showed different facets of
Chinese culture. One may wonder whether the case of coastal areas was different
from that of other areas. How were the Ming regime’s definition of maritime
societies and local officials’ management of these societies interrelated? Why
were pirates difficult to eliminate? These questions require more academic
attention.

Conventional wisdom suggests that ‘antu zhongqian 安 土 重 遷 ’ and
‘zhongnong guisu 重農貴粟’ – two norms that emphasised one’s hometown and
agriculture/grain, respectively – were prevalent in Imperial China. Fujian,
however, showed some different facets of Imperial Chinese society. Alvaro
Semedo (1585-1658), the Portuguese Jesuit priest and missionary in China,
depicts the situations of Fujian in his book Imperio de la China: “On the other
side of Cantone is the fourth province called Fukien (aka Fujian), or by another
name Chincheo, in the latitude of 26 degrees: it is for the greatest part
mountainous; and therefore not so well inhabited... This country is situated upon
1

the sea-side, and is another eminent port, from whence are issued out of that
kingdom, infinite merchandise, which are carried by the people of this country,
that are industrious, and brought up to it, to Manila, Giappone, and particularly to
the Island Formosa, which is even in the sight of the land, where they trade with
Hollanders.” 1 Gu Yanwu 顧 炎 武 (1613-1682), a Chinese intellectual, also
mentions that Fujian lacked plains and fertile soil for agricultural development.2
Due to natural constraints, many coastal dwellers in Fujian regarded the sea as
arable fields,3 which made Fujian a unique province.

Meanwhile, during China’s last native dynasty, the Ming regime
simultaneously retained the paradigms of antu zhongqian and zhongnong guisu
and sought to answer questions about maritime activities and policies. Such
political practices were grounded in diplomatic and defensive concerns, such as
the existence of the Sino-centric tribute and trade system, the seven voyages of
Zheng He 鄭和 (1371-1433) and the sustained dispute over the prohibition of
overseas trade. These seemingly contradictory policies cannot be systematically
scrutinised without directing considerable attention to certain historical factors,
such as the decline of military forces and the development of neighbouring
countries. Regarding the received historical tradition, discussions about maritime
policies implemented in the early and mid-Ming periods, their cause and effect,
the reasons why they were carried out and the other states’ reactions always
trigger animated debates. This research shows that the relationship between local
officials and maritime societies in the late Ming period can be further explained
1

Alvaro Semedo, The History of that Great and Renowned Monarchy of China, trans. Thomas

Henshaw (London: John Crook, 1655), p. 9.
2

Gu Yanwu 顧炎武, Tianxia junguo libing shu 天下郡國利病書 (Taibei: Laogu wenhua shiye

gongsi, 1981), 91:4a.
3

Qi Biaojia 祁彪佳, Puyang yandu 莆陽讞牘, vol. 5 of Lidai panli pandu 歷代判例判牘, ed.

Yang Yifan 楊一凡 and Xu Lizhi 徐立志 (Beijing: Zhongguo shehuikexue chubanshe, 2005), p.
136.
2

by their interactions. How did the Ming regime define the nature of maritime
societies? How were these societies managed by local officials? How was the
local officials’ management of coastal region related to the existence of pirates?
Compared with the fruitful research done on the aforementioned cited aspects,
these questions receive insufficient scholarly attention. To clarify the interactions
between officials and maritime societies, this study focuses on Fujian – a unique
province creating some pivotal conjunctures in the maritime history of Imperial
China – to study the situations and phenomena that occurred in coastal regions.

Fujian is located on the Southeast coast of the Chinese border. Its landscape
is shaped by two mountain ranges – the Wuyi Mountain 武夷山 and the Daiyu
Mountain 戴雲山 – and thus is home to many fine natural harbours. Nurtured by
both natural and historical advantages, maritime activities flourish in Fujian. The
port towns of Quanzhou 泉州 of the Song Dynasty and Zhangzhou 漳州 during
the mid-Ming period, for example, are good illustrations of these flourishing
maritime activities.

Indeed, Fujian is a unique province different from other coastal provinces,
such as Zhejiang and Guangdong. Its geographical features had affected the
character and custom of the maritime societies. That is, coastal dwellers of Fujian
were more adventurous and willing to take risks.4 Xu Fuyuan 許孚遠, the grand
coordinator of Fujian during the Wanli 萬曆 (1573-1620) period, also mentioned
that the coastal dwellers of Fujian prioritised interests over life and death.5 Fujian,
Guangdong and Zhejiang are all coastal provinces. Comparing with other coastal
regions’ maritime societies, the seafaring population of Fujian, however, should

4

Liu Jing 劉晶, eds., “Fujian, Shandong, Zhejiang, Guangdong shuigeng ‘haiyang’ 福建．山東．

浙江．廣東誰更 ‘海洋’ ,” Zhongguo guojia dili 中國國家地理, no. 4 (2009): 33.
5

Xu Fuyuan 許孚遠, “Shutong haijin shu 疏通海禁疏,” in Siku jinhuishu Congkan, ji 28:195.
3

be the first group of people who engaged in maritime activities.6 In addition,
distinct from other coastal regions, Fujian is not included and located in the three
rivers system which includes the Yangtzi River (aka Changjiang 長江), the
Yellow River (aka Huanghe 黃河) and the Pearl River (aka Zhujiang 珠江). The
Southeast Fujian is directly faced the sea and located in the deep water zone.7
Thus, its coastal dwellers needed to bear a higher risk once they went out to sea.
Meanwhile, according to Zhuang Guotu 莊國土, the stress of living in Fujian
was the highest on the China coast due to the infertile soil, mountainous landscape
and heavy population in the province. 8 The above mentioned features and
situations shaped the unique character and custom of maritime societies of
Southeast Fujian. That is, a society highly depended upon the maritime activities
and prioritised interests over life and death.9

In short, this research examines the maritime societies of Southeast Fujian
during the late Ming period to discuss the interrelationships between the different
groups of maritime societies, the interactions between local officials and coastal
dwellers and the relationships between local officials’ managements and the
existence of pirates.

6

Liu Jing, eds., “Fujian, Shandong, Zhejiang, Guangdong shuigeng ‘haiyang’,” p. 33.

7

Ibid.

8

Ibid., p. 35.

9

Su Wenjing 蘇文菁, “Minshang, zuiju maoxian tianxing de zhongguo shangren 閩商，最具冒

險天性的中國商人,” Zhongguo guojia dili 中國國家地理, no. 5 (2009): 117.
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Literature Review

When it comes to research on the maritime societies of Fujian in the Ming
Dynasty, most discussions have focused on the development that took place
during the Jiajing 嘉靖 (1522-1567) period, by examining the nature or activities
of pirates and merchants and the Ming maritime policies. As for research focusing
on the late Ming period, scholarly works generally mention prominent pirate
leaders and merchants like Zheng Zhilong 鄭芝龍 (1604-1661).

Previous studies concerning the maritime development of Fujian usually
focus on two main topics: the study of maritime societies’ activities and the
discourses on the economic boom in Fujian and other coastal regions. The former
can further be classified into three subcategories: research describing events
following the economic changes in Fujian in the late Ming period; monographs
depicting the characteristics of pirates, especially wokou 倭寇 (generally refers
to the Japanese pirates) and merchant pirates; and studies emphasising the
relationships between family lineage organisations, regional features and social
changes. The discourses adopted in these studies usually follow the same trend,
with most of them emphasising natural conditions, official maritime policies and
the expansion of neighbouring countries. They cast light, for example, on the
Portuguese trade expansion and the historical development of Japan, on the
existence and worsening of the wokou crisis, on merchant pirates and unofficial
trade and on how merchants, wokou and Chinese pirates (or local pirates) were
inextricably intertwined and engaged in unofficial trade due to historical factors.
Fujian serves as an example to highlight the elevated status of merchants and the
economic boom of coastal regions, and to explore its economic transformations
from a subsistence economy to an economy that shows some attributes of a

5

commercial economy in the late Ming period. This narrative is usually adopted by
Chinese scholars.

In fact, the research focus mentioned above date back to early post-World
War II scholarship. Fujian duiwai maoyishi yanjiu 福建對外貿易史研究 (1948),
written by Sa Shiwu 薩士武, Fu Yiling 傅衣淩 and Hu Jixin 胡寄馨,10 focuses
on Fujianese merchants, Fujian’s agricultural economy and its overseas trade. Fu
Yiling’s Mingdai Fujian Haishang 明代福建海商, included in Ming Qing shidai
shangren ji shangye ziben 明淸時代商人及商業資本 (1956),11 shares a similar
framework and findings. From 1983 onwards, a body of research focusing on the
“Social and economic history of Fujian in the Ming and Qing” has remained of
crucial importance among Chinese scholars. Related studies include Ming Qing
Fujian shehui yu xiangcun jingji 明清福建社會與鄉村經濟, edited by Fu Yiling
and Yang Guozhen 楊國楨 and published in 1987.12 Lin Renchuan’s 林仁川
Mingmo Qingchu siren haishang maoyi 明末清初私人海上貿易, published in
the same year, also discusses Fujian’s family lineage and economic
development.13

Studies concerning wokou and pirates in the Ming Dynasty also date back to
WWII. As diplomatic factors played a significant role during the 1930s-1940s,
Chinese scholars tended to discuss the wokou crisis to highlight the long history
of the Japanese invasion of China. In the 1970s, a re-examination of the nature of
10

Sa Shiwu 薩士武, Fu Yiling 傅衣淩 and Hu Jixin 胡寄馨, Fujian duiwai maoyi shi yanjiu

福建對外貿易史研究 (Fujian: Fujiansheng yanjiuyuan shehuikexue Yanjiusuo, 1948).
11

Fu Yiling 傅衣淩, Ming Qing shidai shangren ji shangye ziben 明淸時代商人及商業資本

(Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1956).
12

Fu Yiling 傅衣淩 and Yang Guozhen 楊國楨, Ming Qing Fujian shehui yu xiangcun jingji 明

清福建社會與鄉村經濟 (Shamen: Xiamen daxue chubanshe, 1987).
13

Lin Renchuan 林仁川, Mingmo Qingchu siren haishang maoyi 明末淸初私人海上貿易

(Shanghai: Huadong shifan daxue chubanshe, 1987).
6

wokou took shape. Many scholars contended that the rise of wokou testified to the
conflict between the Ming regime and its people. Some of the maritime groups
turned into wokou because of the complete closure of overseas trade. Japanese
scholars in the 1930s-1940s, such as Akiyama Kenzo and Kobata Atsushi, also
discussed the interrelationships between Sino-centric tributary system, unofficial
trade and wokou. In the 1950s-1960s, Katayama Seijiro and Sakuma Shigeo
studied the nature and organisation of wokou. They argued that the majority of
wokou were in fact Chinese treacherous merchants (jianshang 奸商) rather than
Japanese pirates.

1. On the Socioeconomic Conditions of Fujian

Over the past 20 years, the same trend has continued. In Wan Ming shehui
bianqian wenti yu yanjiu 晚明社會變遷問題與研究 (2005),14 Xu Min 許敏
and Wan Ming 萬明 study commercial development and merchants in the late
Ming period. They examine the transactions and connections between Fujian,
Japan, Portugal and Spain through the lens of maritime activities in Fujian, the
trading goods in Tongan district 同安縣, the partial rescinding of maritime
prohibition in Zhangzhou prefecture and the number of shipping permissions, to
name but a few factors. They also review the relationship between commercial
development and unofficial trade. Lin Liyue’s 林麗月 recent Shejian, benmo,
chuchu: Ming Qing shehui de zhixu xintai 奢儉．本末．出處─明清社會的秩序
心態 (2014), which generalises some related studies conducted in the past,

14

Wan Ming 萬明, Wanming shehui bianqian wenti yu yanjiu 晚明社會變遷問題與研究

(Beijing: Shangwu yinshuguan, 2005).
7

mentions the shortage of grain in Fujian to illustrate Fujian’s natural constraints
and the inevitable result of commercial crop development.15

Monographs on Fujian mostly align with the arguments proposed in these
discourses. The natural constraints and official maritime policies imposed on
Fujian led to the rampancy of wokou, local pirates, unofficial trade and the
flourishing of commercial and fishing activities. Zhu Weigan 朱維幹, in his book
Fujian shigao 福 建 史 稿 (1985), describes the commercial and trading
development of Fujian, referencing local gazetteers to explain the emergence of
capitalism in the late Ming period. 16 Liao Dake’s 廖 大 珂 Fujian haiwai
jiaotong shi 福建海外交通史 (2002) shares a similar viewpoint with Zhu
Weigan.17 As for research focusing on family lineage, Zheng Zhenman’s 鄭振滿
Ming Qing Fujian jiazu zuzhi yu shehui bianqian 明清福建家族組織與社會變
遷 also emphasises the relationships between wokou, family lineage and natural
constraints.18 The book is translated and published by Michael Szonyi in 2011.19
Szonyi himself published a book entitled Practicing kinship lineage and descent
in late Imperial China the following year.20 He argues that the natural constraints

15

Lin Liyue 林麗月, Shejian, benmo, chuchu: Ming Qing shehui de zhixu xintai 奢儉．本末．出

處──明清社會的秩序心態 (Taibei: Xinwenfeng chuban gongsi, 2014), pp. 111-115.
16

Zhu Weigan 朱維幹, Fujian shigao 福建史稿 (Fuzhou: Fujian jiaoyu chubanshe, 1985),

p.111.
17

Liao Dake 廖大珂, Fujian haiwai jiaotong shi 福建海外交通史 (Fuzhou: Fujian renmin

chubanshe, 2002).
18

Zheng Zhenman 鄭振滿, Ming Qing Fujian jiazu zuzhi yu shehui bianqian 明清福建家族組

織與社會變遷 (Zhangsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 1992), p. 151.
19

Zhenman Zheng, Family Lineage Organization and Social Change in Ming and Qing Fujian,

trans. Michael Szonyi (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2001).
20

Michael Szonyi, Practicing Kinship: Lineage and Descent in Late Imperial China (Stanford:

Stanford University Press, 2002), p. 10.
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of Fujian stimulated commercial development and that the official prohibition on
overseas trade affected the maritime societies involved in piracy.21

In short, all of these studies present a similar narrative in terms of Ming
piracy, coastal borders and the trade policies of the Ming regime. Furthermore,
they deploy a similar methodological toolkit that considers the locality of Fujian,
the maritime policies and the interrelationship between the Ming regime and other
countries.

2. On the Maritime Policies of the Ming Regime and the Piracy of Fujian

Regarding studies that discuss Ming maritime policies and development,
Wang Rigen’s 王日根 Ming Qing haijiang zhengce yu Zhongguo shehui fazhan
明清海疆政策與中國社會發展 (2006) differs from the usual narrative. Wang
indicates that merchants and pirates were not two sides of the same coin. Instead,
only a few influential families cooperated with pirates, while most civilians sided
with officials to stand up against wokou.22 Timothy Brook’s The troubled empire:
China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties (2010) 23 analyses how the official
prohibition of overseas trade led to the rise of piracy and unofficial trade, and how
overseas trade brought the economic incentives that changed the trading pattern in
coastal regions. The discourse of François Gipoulou’s The Asian Mediterranean
port cities and trading networks in China, Japan and Southeast Asia, 13th-21st
century (2011) is analogous to Brook’s findings. Chapters 2 and 3 of Gipoulou’s
book deal with the relationship between official maritime policies and unofficial
21

Michael Szonyi, Practicing Kinship: Lineage and Descent in Late Imperial China, p. 12.

22

Wang Rigen 王日根, Ming Qing haijiang zhengce yu Zhongguo shehui fazhan 明清海疆政策

與中國社會發展 (Fuzhou: Fujian renmin chubanshe, 2006), pp. 83-84.
23

Timothy Brook, The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties (Cambridge:

Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2010), pp. 224-225.
9

trade. He emphasises that wokou, local pirates and merchants, all a product of the
official prohibition, cannot be separated in a clear-cut way. This situation is
particularly true in the case of Fujian.24

Monographs on pirates are in line with the studies mentioned above:
maritime policies adopted by the Ming regime affected the occurrences of wokou
and merchant pirates. Fan Zhongyi 范中義 and Tong Xigang 仝晰綱 Mingdai
wokou shilue 明代倭寇史略 (2004) provides a detailed analysis of the Ming
officials’ anti-wokou policies and the confluence of wokou and merchant pirates
from the Jiajing period to the Wanli period.25 Mingdai wokou 明代倭寇 (2008),
a comprehensive work by Zheng Liangsheng 鄭樑生, also focuses on the wokou
crisis during the Jiajing period. It sheds light on the fall of coastal towns and the
decline of the population by focusing on wokou invasions of coastal regions from
the Jiajing to early Wanli periods. Zheng organises and systematises the years and
frequency of wokou invasions.26 Regarding English-language scholarly works,
Robert J. Antony’s Like froth floating on the sea: the world of pirates and
seafarers in late Imperial South China (2003) contends that pirates played a
pivotal role in shaping seafaring culture and societies. By examining these poor,
marginalised and criminalised parties in society, we can better understand the
history of Chinese society in late Imperial China. Antony studies the Ming
maritime activities by examining the nature of merchant pirates with the help of
the case study of Zheng Zhilong. Thus, he interprets and summarises the
relationship between pirates and merchants. Like the traditional narrative, his
narrative argues that the anti-economy nature of the prohibition of overseas trade
24

François Gipouloux, The Asian Mediterranean: Port Cities and Trading Networks in China,

Japan and South Asia, 13th-21st Century (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2011), p. 90.
25

Fan Zhongyi 范中義 and Tong Xigang 仝晰綱, Mingdai wokou shilue 明代倭寇史略

(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2004), p. 174.
26

Zheng Liangsheng 鄭樑生, Mingdai wokou 明代倭寇 (Taiwan: Wenshizhe chubanshe, 2008).
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propelled merchants into joining wokou and becoming bandits. 27 Elusive pirates,
pervasive smugglers: violence and clandestine trade in the greater China Seas
(2010), edited by Robert J. Antony, and Piracy and Coastal security in
Southeastern China, 1600-1780, written by Paola Calanca, also illustrate the
interaction between coastal dwellers of Fujian and merchant pirates. Paola
Calanca solidifies the notion of merchant pirates through the study of the
activities of Zheng Zhilong.28 The same year, Ivy Maria Lim published her book,
Lineage society on the Southeastern coast of China: the impact of Japanese
piracy in the 16th century. In it, she argues that because of the complete closure of
overseas trade, many Chinese merchants were driven overseas to sojourn or settle
at port cities, and thus became a part of international trade. She also mentions that
some of these merchants joined the pirates, thereby worsening the occurrence of
piracy in coastal areas.29

3. Summary

The previous studies can be divided into two main categories, both of which
use Fujian as an example: studies of maritime and coastal development, and
studies of the development of merchants and economy in the Ming Dynasty. In
the first category, wokou, local pirates and unofficial trade are the main discussion
points. These works inform us of the nature, practices, causes and effects of
different groups. Generally, they draw the following conclusions. First, the
existence of wokou, local pirates and unofficial trade were mainly caused by the
prohibition of overseas trade. Second, wokou were not equivalent to Japanese
27
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pirates because many Chinese coastal dwellers played a key role in the thriving
wokou activity. Third, merchants and pirates were two sides of the same coin, and
were thus sometimes addressed as merchant pirates. These discussions usually
focus on the Jiajing period. Although Wang Rigen suggests that civilians tended to
fight against wokou and that the expansion of wokou can be attributed to the
decreasing military power of the Ming regime, this argument is rare in the past
studies. Precisely, studies of Ming economic development primarily focus on the
mid-Ming and the late Ming periods to highlight the economic boom in Fujian.
The findings – through examining different commercial districts, development of
handicraft industry, commodity circulation and the emergence of thoughts and
discourses – emphasise the transition from a subsistence economy to one marked
by the rise of capitalism in some littoral places. In short, the previous research
shows that since World War II, the academic discourse on this topic has remained
consistent.

Although there are plenty of studies on coastal regions of the Ming period,
only a few endeavour to elucidate the phenomena that occurred in the late Ming
period, with most studies focusing instead on the mid-Ming period. Furthermore,
although several historians discuss how the Ming policies affected the
organisation of wokou, local pirates and merchants, research focussing on
juridical materials to explore how civilians living along coastal borders were
treated during the Tianqi 天啟 (1621-1628) and Chongzhen 崇禎 (1628-1644)
periods has yet to be written. This research, therefore, places extra emphasis on
judicial casebooks dating from the closing decades of the Ming Dynasty to
expound the interrelationships between different maritime societies and to clarify
the interactions between the Ming regime, local officials and maritime societies.
Moreover, many scholarly works focus on the pirate issue during the mid-Ming
period, as it reached its peak during this period. Nevertheless, cases documented
12

in judicial casebooks show that pirates still posed a serious threat to the China
coast even during the closing decade of the Ming Dynasty. This research therefore
analyses the nature and activities of pirates, mainly that of the petty pirates who
pillaged the Southeast coast of Fujian during the late Ming period, and
investigates the reasons why pirates presented such a difficult problem to solve.

4. On Judicial Casebooks

Apart from the local gazetteers, judicial casebooks of the late Ming period
provide numerous new, reliable descriptions of maritime activities, which are
useful for studying the social history of the Ming Dynasty. The content of
casebooks, especially those used in this study, such as Puyang yandu 莆陽讞牘
and Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu 新奇散體文法審語, are included in Lidai panli
pandu 歷代判例判牘 (2006) edited by Yang Yifan 楊一凡 and Xu Lizhi 徐立
志.

30

Lidai panli pandu, published by Beijing Zhongguo Shehui Kexueyuan 北

京中國社會科學院, is punctuated and printed with the formal standard. It clearly
exposes the context of such casebooks, including the authors’ backgrounds, values
and contributions. You Shaohua 尤韶華 indicates the nature and compilation of
Puyang yandu by clarifying its publication date and location. He reiterates the
significance of Puyang yandu in revealing the situation of the Ming juridical
system and the socioeconomy of the Ming period. Regarding Xinqi santi wenfa
shenyu, Tam Ka-chai 譚家齊 provides a pivotal work in his essay “Wanming
‘Luli linmin baojing’ suozai ‘Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu’ de shiliao jiazhi jiqi suo
fanying zhi Minzhong shehui qingkuang 晚明《律例臨民寶鏡》所載《新奇散
30
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強 (Taibei: Wanjuanlou, forthcoming).
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體文法審語》的史料價值及其所反映之閩中社會情況” by examining the
authorship, publication date and significance of Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu. He
further explains the nature and historical context of the casebook by comparing
different types of historical sources. Tam also offers preliminary analyses of the
socioeconomic situations of Fujian through the lens of Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu.

In terms of Japanese scholarship, Dentou Chuugoku hantoku shiryou
mokuroku 伝統中国判牘資料目録, edited by Miki So 三木聰, Yamamoto Eishi
山本英史 and Yoshiro Takahashi 高橋芳郎, was published in 2010.31 This book
covers information on the collection and publication of the Ming and Qing
casebooks, for instance, the authors’ backgrounds and the court opinions’ (aka
panic 判詞) titles. This catalogue also includes Puyang yandu, Min yan 閩讞 and
Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu. In addition to discussing the historical context of
casebooks, Hamashima Atsutoshi 濱島敦俊 and Miki So highly appreciate the
value of such court opinions, and use them to address social events in Imperial
China. Hamashima Atsutoshi’s Mindai no hantoku 明代の判牘 was published in
Chuugoku houseishi kihon shiryou mokuroku 中国法制史基本資料の研究
(1993).32 Hamashima investigates the relationships between landlords and tenants
in the late Ming period by using the court opinions listed in Puyang yandu- kanyu
莆陽讞牘．勘語, Anwu qinshen- xigao 按吳親審．檄稿 and Anwu xigaopaishigao 按吳檄稿．牌示稿. Miki So published his book Dentou Chuugoku to
Fukken yashiro kai 伝統中國と福建社會 in 2015. The essay entitled Saba
kareta kaizoku tachi 裁かれた海賊たち, first published in Kinsei no kaiiki sekai
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to jikata toujiin 近世の海域世界と地方統治 (2010), is included in his book.33
Miki’s works strongly contribute to the study of the ‘reproduction’ of pirates, as
he initiates the use of Min yan and Puyang yandu to elaborate on the content of
the aoli 澳例. In short, these scholarly works cast light on the application and
understanding of the Ming casebooks. They also contribute tremendously to the
understanding of the content and historical context of casebooks. At the same time,
some of these works focus on Fujian’s situation and societies, and therefore offer
a new perspective to examine the maritime societies of Fujian.
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Sources and Methodology

This study mainly focuses on judicial casebooks from Fujian Province. Other
historical sources like official codes, local gazetteers and formal reports of
regional officials are also considered.

The most commonly cited sources comprise Qi Biaojia’s 祁 彪 佳
(1602-1645) Puyang yandu, Wang Kangyao’s 汪康謠 (j. 1613) Min yan and
Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu, which is included in the code and commentaries Linmin
baojing 臨民寶鏡.34 Puyang yandu, written by Qi Biaojia, the prefectural judge
of Xinghua 興化, reports numerous cases from the fourth year of the Tianqi
period to the first year of the Chongzhen period (1624-1628). There are an
estimated 1300 cases in total, half of which document cases from Xinghua
prefecture 興化府 and its districts, Putian 莆田 and Xianyou 仙遊. 35 Other
than the court opinions delivered by Xinghua officials, Puyang yandu also covers
cases from other circuits, prefectures, districts, guards, battalions and companies
in Fujian.36 Qi Biaojia reviews these cases, which are included in the casebook.
Nevertheless, Puyang yandu was unpublished in the late Ming period. Some of
Qi’s manuscripts and related transcripts are included in Qi Zhonghui ji 祁忠惠集
published during the Daoguang 道光 (1821-1850) period. As a result, this book
uses more primitive, intact sources. In terms of the number and provenance of
court opinions, Puyang yandu is a significant legacy for those who wish to study
34
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Fujian.

Min yan,37 a casebook written by Wang Kangyao, the prefect of Quanzhou
and the vice surveillance commissioner of Fujian, was published in the fifth year
of Chongzhen (1632).38 It covers 56 cases and shares a similar content with
Puyang yandu. Additionally, Linmin baojing includes Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu, a
code and commentaries compiled by Su Maoxiang 蘇茂相 (1566-1630).39 The
editor of Linmin baojing provides details about neither the author of Xinqi santi
wenfa shenyu, nor its publication date or the situation in which it was published.
Nevertheless, according to Tam Ka-chai’s in-depth analysis, the main sources of
Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu are the cases managed by Cai Shanji 蔡善繼, the
district magistrate of Putian – later the prefect of Quanzhou, the vice surveillance
commissioner of the circuit of Zhangnan and Funing and the left provincial
administration commissioner of Fujian. The cases date from the Wanli period to
the Chongzhen period. 40 These casebooks provide brilliant examples to
investigate the sociopolitical situation of Fujian. As the judges showed subjective
emotions and experiences in the court opinions, while simultaneously managing
their cases under the judicial system, these cases reveal the attitudes of the Ming
regime and its officials towards civilians. Casebooks also contain the customs and
practices of civilians. Therefore, they are an indispensable source of information
on the attitudes of the Ming officials, the responses of civilians and the
interactions between different social groups. As judicial casebooks are
investigated within the cultural and political matrix of a specific district, we can
37
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look into their jurisdictions, political concerns and prevailing mindsets. In
addition, cases in particular to Fujian were documented in the judicial casebooks
mentioned above. Therefore, these casebooks have played a crucial role in
revealing the phenomena of Southeast Fujian and the situation of the maritime
societies.

Official codes, local gazetteers and formal reports of regional officials –
including Da Ming lu 大明律, Haicheng xianzhi 海澄縣志, Chongzhen Zhangle
xianzhi 崇禎長樂縣志 and Puyang bingdu 莆陽稟牘 – are also considered and
contribute to the research. To examine how judges made their judgments on
different cases, we need to understand how officials acted according to the
statutes and precedents stated in the official codes. Adhering to the jurisdiction
system by using codes and casebooks en masse, the officials’ attitudes towards
maritime societies can be revealed in a comparatively authentic manner. The use
of formal reports also helps to reveal the officials’ attitudes. Puyang bingdu
provides rich content, as it covers numerous reports that were communicated to
the upper court. These reports disclose Qi Biaojia’s considerations of, and
personal feelings on, the political, military and socioeconomic issues of Fujian.
Likewise, local gazetteers describe the political, socioeconomic, cultural and even
natural context of a region. Considering the nature and compilation of different
sources, local gazetteers cover a wide range of sources, such as genealogy,
anthology, stone inscriptions, official records and former gazetteers. They tend to
show the positive side of a region, as their compilers were usually local officials
or intellectuals. In contrast, judicial casebooks cover criminal cases, and thus tend
to reflect the negative side of a region by exposing the crimes of the locality.
Therefore, by using different historical sources, we can observe the different
facets of coastal society.

18

The historical sources cited above offer a useful analytical tool to
demonstrate how the Ming regime and the local officials expounded the nature of
maritime societies and how different societies interacted with the ruler. It would
be a mistake to ignore these sources when examining the social context and
historical development of Fujian. Nevertheless, no related scholarly works use
Puyang bingdu. Likewise, only a few scholarly studies mention Puyang yandu,
Min yan and Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu. Therefore, this study pays specific
attention to these historical sources to fill the research gap.

1. The Nature and Use of Judicial Casebooks

Concerning the legal history and system, the penal system of the Ming
regime was administered by an elaborately articulated set of institutions,41 at the
highest level of which were the three judicial agencies (San fa si 三法司) in the
capital: the Ministry of Justice, the Censorate, and the Grand Court of Revision.42
As for provincial and local judicial powers, the lowest level was the district, head
by the magistrate. Above the district level were the sub-prefectures and
prefectures, whose officials reported to the provincial level. The organisation of
the provincial level consisted of three parallel structures, which referred to the
Regional Military Commissions, the Provincial Surveillance Offices and the
Provincial Administration Offices.43

In terms of judicial casebooks, they included compilations of judgments
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pronounced by the local officials44 in charge of recording court opinions (aka
panci). Court opinions were categorised into case judgments (shipan panci 擬判
判詞), constructed judgments (nipan panci 實判判詞) and literature. 45 The
judicial casebooks and cases cited in this research refer to the judgments (aka
panci, shenyu 審語 or yanyu 讞語, 46 henceforth called court opinions) that
followed litigation.47 Judicial officials made court decisions in accordance with
the law and trial procedures. Therefore, court opinions possessed legal validity.
Nevertheless, court opinions differed from case descriptions. Court opinions were
documents that justified the rationality of judicial officials’ reasoning. 48 Court
opinions derived from cases’ drafts or reviews made by judicial officials.49 In
other words, most court opinions documented provisional judgments written by
local officials and the related cases that were still in the trial stage. Thus, many
court opinions did not show the entire court proceedings and the final court
decisions. In terms of compilation, court opinions were either compiled as an
independent document or as a set that became a part in other books. Additionally,
a single or multiple officials documented their content.50 For instance, Min yan
44
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and Puyang yandu documented individuals’ court opinions, while Minggong
shupan qingming ji 名公書判清明集51 and Zizhi xinshu 資治新書 documented
court opinions by a collective of officials.52

In term of structuring, the court opinions recorded in Puyang yandu, Min yan
and Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu were generally composed of three parts: cases,
motives and judgments. Cases referred to the description of the events written by
judicial officials, including the time and place of the events and the names and
occupations of the people involved. However, cases varied in terms of length or
information provided. In some cases, the court opinions provided no information
about the related time and place. Motives referred to the descriptions of the
convicts’ reasons for committing the crimes as reported by judicial officials.
Judgments explained the justifications behind the judicial reasoning written by
judicial officials.

A review of the judicial procedures of local governments revealed the usage
and efficacy of court opinions in the Ming period. Except for those minor cases
that did not undergo trial or penalty,53 prefectural judges or district magistrates
were obligated to write court opinions after hearing a case, including the analysis
of the case and that of the crimes committed by the accused. Additionally, local
officials who also served as judicial officials were required to clarify the law
violated by the convicts and the penalties they received, or requested their
superior officials to make decisions. Cases in the Ming period fell into two
51
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categories in accordance with the severity of punishments. Ascending from the
five punishments (wuxing 五刑), ‘beating with the light stick, beating with the
heavy stick, penal servitude, life exile and death 笞、杖、徒、流、死’, cases in the
Ming period were categorised into cases that officials could ‘handle by
themselves’ (zili cisong 州縣自理) and cases ‘reviewed by superior offices’
(shangsi shenzhuan 上司審轉). The former were trivial matters (xishi 細事).
The penalties received by the convicts in trivial matters were either beating with
the light stick or beating with the heavy stick. The latter were felony cases
(zhongan 重案). The penalties received by the convicts in felony cases were
either life exile or greater than life exile. Cases about ‘households, marriages,
fields and houses, monetary obligations 戶婚、田土、錢債’ usually belonged to
trivial matters. In contrast, cases including ‘homicide, forcible robbery, killing
others accidentally or intentionally, plotting treason 人命、強盜、鬥毆致死、謀
反’ and cases that involved physical harm and injuries or verbal insults related to
human relationships (renlun 人倫) regarding the hierarchical order (zhangyou
zunbei 長幼尊卑) were mostly felony cases.54 In the 26th year of the Hongwu
洪武 period (1393), a rule for judgment and punishment was set as follows:
“[T]he office of Provincial Administration and prefectures, countries and districts
in Metropolitan Region shall decide and inflict the penalty of light and heavy
stick; For those cases of penal servitude, exile, life exile, miscellaneous offense
and death shall be transferred to the Ministry of Justice… For those with unclear
details and wording, the court of Judicial Review shall return them for correction.
布政司及直隸府州縣，笞、杖，就決；徒、流、遷徙、雜犯死罪，解（刑）
部……情詞不明或失出入者，大理寺駁回改正.”55 This rule established the trial
system of the Ming period. According to this trial system, officials in prefectures
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and districts settled trivial matters and wrote official reports to superior officers
for future reference. These cases did not require review by superior officials
above the prefecture level. These were the cases that officials could ‘handle by
themselves’.56 In this case, judicial officials wrote court opinions during the trial
and directly announced their decisions to the plaintiffs and defendants. After the
trial, officers in the local governments composed verdicts.57 Verdicts differed
from court opinions. Court opinions were ‘the words of the judges 問官口詞’,
while verdicts were ‘the confessions of the criminals 犯 人 自 招 之語 (i.e.
zhaoshu 招書)’.58

In the event of felony cases, officials in prefectures and districts were
mandated to transfer the official reports, accused and witnesses to superior courts
of the prefectures, circuits and provincial surveillance commissions. Officials in
the local superior judicial system judged the validity of the cases and ensured that
the regulations cited by judicial officials were correct. For the felony cases related
to homicide, violence, robbery and the 10 abominations, provincial officials,
including the supreme commanders or grand coordinators, were required to
submit their official reports to the Ministry of Justice, the Censorate and the Court
of Judicial Review for a detailed review.59

Consequently, court opinions fulfilled three main functions. First, they were
one type of document that judicial officials were required to submit to their
superior officers. Second, court opinions served as court decisions provided by
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judicial officials for plaintiffs and defendants. Third, local officials compiled
verdicts based on court opinions. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the
dominant function of court opinions was to prove that judges made fair judgments.
The superior officers and populace were the expected readers of verdicts or court
opinions. Other judicial officials also used the published court opinions as
reference.

Based on the previous analysis, there are three limitations to the use of
judicial casebooks. First, many court opinions recorded in judicial casebooks were
not the final court decisions. Second, court opinions were the descriptions of cases
written by judicial officials. The descriptions could therefore differ from the
actual situations. Third, court opinions were based on trials and judgments and
tended to reveal the negative side of society, for instance, disputes between
civilians or their criminal behaviour. Despite these limitations, judicial casebooks
are essential in case studying, as each case records the related circumstances. In
fact, the common grounds and differences between cases can be discovered by
analysing multiple cases.60 For instance, Puyang yandu, Min yan and Xinqi santi
wenfa shenyu documented different cases related to Fujian, and these cases
provide numerous illustrations for analysing Fujian’s social events and its local
judicial system. 61 Judging from this, in addition to local gazettes, collected
writings and novels (huaben xiaoshuo 話本小說), judicial casebooks represent
unique and valuable historical materials.
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Plan of the Thesis

This research focuses on the interrelationships between local officials, pirates,
merchants and seafarers, and seeks to illustrate how the Ming officials described
and managed maritime societies. It explores how the different societies reacted to
the rulers and how they influenced official policies, to demonstrate their nature
and the rulers’ management of the Fujian coasts in the late Ming period. To this
end, judicial casebooks represent a means of arbitration left by magistrates and
prefectural judges. They cover not only criminal cases but also civil and
administration affairs, and therein reveal people’s way of living in a
comparatively authentic way. Using judicial casebooks as a major historical
source, this research intends to achieve the following objectives from a
sociopolitical perspective to deepen our understanding of maritime societies in a
more comprehensive way: observe the situations in Fujian to exemplify the
conditions in coastal regions, reveal the relationships between the rulers’ attitudes
and civilians’ living conditions via a detailed analysis of the foregoing situations
and generalise the historical content of maritime societies’ development (for
instance, the different types of merchants, seafarers and fishermen’s customs). In
short, the research contains five chapters guided by the case of Fujian and
contributes to rethinking the interactions between officials and maritime societies.

To achieve these objectives, the discussion that follows is divided into three
sections. Chapter 2 provides the geographical and historical setting through an
examination of maritime policies and Fujian’s social development, mainly from
the Song to Ming Dynasties. As pirates, merchants and seafarers are the crux of
this study, these terms require clear definitions. Hereafter, ‘maritime society’
25

generally refers to the seafaring population who resisted along the China coast. In
this research, the term ‘maritime society’ rooted in four prefectures, namely
Fuzhou, Xinghua, Quanzhou and Zhangzhou, located in the southeast plain under
the geographic demarcation. The term refers to pirates, merchants and seafarers
involved in the productions, commercial activities and crimes that took place at
sea and on islands and engaged in lawsuits managed by Fujian’s government
offices (yamen 衙門). These maritime activities either took place on land or were
directly related to events that happened in Chinese waters. In short, the term
‘maritime activities’ covers a spectrum of activities that occurred in Fujian or the
activities were administratively and geographically managed by Fujian’s officials.

Chapter 2 investigates both how officials interacted with the people under
their jurisdiction and the interrelationships between maritime societies in the late
Ming period. According to White Lotus rebels and South China pirates: crisis and
reform in the Qing Empire, by Wensheng Wang, Chinese piracy was classified
into three types: petty, professional and political piracy. The demarcations
between these categories mainly depended on their organisations. Petty pirates,
also called parasitic piracy, usually referred to impoverished seafarers or
disorganised bands of marauders led by hit-and-run or smash-and-grab outlaws,
on an occasional or seasonal basis. Unlike petty piracy, the professionals were
formed by large-scale bands or complex confederations. They carried out raids on
a routine and systematic basis. They usually planned their predation well in
advance. Political piracy usually referred to frustrated coastal dwellers who
utilised maritime raiding to defend their interests and to challenge the
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authorities.62 This research mainly considers petty pirates. Regarding merchants,
they were divided into two main groups: petty and prominent. Sun Guangqi 孫光
圻 in his book Zhongguo gudai hanghai shi 中國古代航海史 differentiates the
two groups in terms of scale and trading form. Petty merchants were engaged in
small-scale transactions, and co-employment of vessels and sailors were a
common feature of these transactions. Two to three individuals usually formed a
minor group, whereas prominent merchant groups were usually composed of 100
to 1,000 individuals. To some extent, the massive scale of prominent merchants
allowed them to control waterways and even overseas trade. 63 As for seafarers,
they referred to fishermen, sailors and boatmen (chuanhu 船戶) who engaged in
maritime activities. Although this research primarily focuses on petty piracy, petty
merchants and seafarers, the actions of maritime groups sometimes transformed
them, causing the emergence of changing identities. Therefore, the preceding
definitions provide only a general framework, as the actual practices of maritime
societies could sometimes coincide with more than one group under such
definitions.

Having outlined the general forms of maritime societies, Chapter 2 describes
the customs of maritime societies, explains the liaison between the different
groups and elaborates on the writings of Ming officials. This chapter also
illustrates the activities and disputes between maritime societies and analyses how
local officials judged the cases related to these societies, to reveal local officials’
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concerns about the governance of various societies. Chapter 3 examines the local
administrative system of Fujian, including its nature, features and regulations, to
indicate how local officials governed and managed coastal dwellers living in
Fujian and how these coastal dwellers were managed by officials. In other words,
it explores the attitudes of the Ming regime and local officials towards these
societies by investigating their management and regulations.

Chapter 4 depicts the cultural habits of maritime societies and the shifting or
changing identities between societies. It also examines the relationship between
the changing identities of maritime societies and the management of local officials
towards these societies. Diverging from the traditional viewpoint on maritime
societies mentioned in the literature review, the chapter shows that the roles
played by pirates and merchants were not necessarily interchangeable. Rather,
pirates usually kidnapped seafarers, resulting in many captives becoming pirates.
As various factors caused this change of status, explanations should be given with
caution.

Certain restrictions, however, lie in the use of judicial casebooks. As
casebooks report legal cases and record court opinions of judges, the antecedents
or consequences of the cases may be difficult to ascertain. In addition, the court
opinions of the cases depicted and appraised by judges are mostly compendious
and formed of incoherent statements. Divergences may transpire between court
opinions and reality. Conditions excluded from the legal system may not be
revealed from the casebooks. As previously mentioned, judicial casebooks
document records of disputes and criminal offenses of local population, and
therefore tend to disclose the negative side of a region. Hence, other historical
28

sources like local gazetteers and formal reports of regional officials should also be
considered. The contradistinction among sources shows the different facets of
Fujian. As court opinions include the subjective emotions of judges, it allows us to
analyse the judges’ attitudes and concerns. At the same time, thanks to these cases,
the discourses and behaviour of civilians who were rarely described in officials’
historical documents have passed through the centuries to the present day.
Consequently, judicial casebooks offer prime examples and provide some insights
into the nature of maritime societies. The use of judicial casebooks thus
contributes to the integrity of scholarly studies focusing on the history of the Ming
coastal areas.
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CHAPTER 2
Origin, Activities and Disputes of Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian

The maritime societies in Fujian and their activities have a long history. Their
development was closely associated with Fujian’s geography and its governance
implemented by different regimes. This chapter examines the origin and the
development of Fujian’s maritime societies before the late Ming period. In
addition, the activities of maritime societies during the closing decades of the
Ming Dynasty are analysed by reviewing judicial casebooks. The cases filed in the
judicial casebooks reveal how local officials judged the cases of maritime
societies and how they managed these societies.

2.1 Origin of Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian

According to Shan hai jing 山海經, ‘Min [was located] in the Sea 閩在海
中’.64 The Chinese character ‘Min 閩’ means Fujian, a place where terrain and
landscape are beneficial to maritime activities. Indeed, Fujian is located near the
sea with a coastline that stretches in many twists and turns, thereby explaining the
formation of many bays and islands. The natural conditions of Fujian led to the
constant growth of different maritime societies, such as merchants, seafarers and
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even pirates. Nevertheless, the soil in Fujian was poor and infertile. Because of
the increasing population and infertile soil, Fujian suffered from a lack of arable
lands. This serious shortage of arable lands was already an issue during the
Southern Song period (1127-1279). For instance, in the 16th year of the Jiading
嘉定 period (1223), each civilian of Fuzhou acquired only about four mu
(Chinese acre 畝) of arable lands.65 Owing to the restrictions on and difficulties
with agricultural development, Fujianese especially coastal dwellers living in the
plains like Fuzhou, Xinghua, Zhangzhou and Quanzhou, turned to maritime
activities. In fact, Qi Biaojia highlighted that ‘coastal dwellers regarded the sea as
arable fields 海濱之民以海爲田’.66

Maritime activities in Fujian originated in the Neolithic age. Dating back
about 5,000 years ago, ‘Tan Shi Shan Culture 曇石山文化’67 – whose cultural
centre was in Fuzhou68 – roughly dispersed in the downstream area of the Min
River (Minjiang 閩江).69 Relics discovered in the excavation site were mostly
stone axes and shell knives, reflecting how fishing and agricultural activities
already took place in the downstream area of the Min River at the time. 70
Regarding the regional appellation, Fujian was called ‘Bamin 八閩’ rather than
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‘Qimin 七閩’ during the Song period. The Chinese characters ‘八’ and ‘七’ mean
‘eight’ and ‘seven’ respectively. Apart from ‘Qimin’, a term that had long existed
and was recorded in Zhouguan 周官, ‘Bamin 八閩’ referred to the administrative
division. In the Northern Song period, there were six prefectures (zhou 州),
including Fuzhou, Jianzhou 建州, Quanzhou, Zhangzhou, Tingzhou 汀州 and
Nanjianzhou 南劍州, and two commandaries (jun 軍), including Xinghua and
Shaowu 邵武 in Fujian. Likewise, there were eight divisions, including one
prominent prefecture (fu 府), five prefectures and two commandaries in Fujian
during the Southern Song period. Fujian was therefore called ‘Bamin’ since the
Song period.71 During the Ming period, ‘Bamin’ referred to the eight prefectures:
Fuzhou, Jianning 建寧, Yanping 延平, Shaowu, Xinghua, Quanzhou, Zhangzhou
and Tingzhou. In the ninth year of the Chenghua 成化 period (1473), Funing 福
寧 became a sub-prefecture instead of a district. During the Ming period, ‘Bamin’
thus consisted of eight prefectures and one sub-prefecture.72
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Figure 1. The Map of Fujian Province in the Ming period. From Fujiansheng
Difangzhi Bianzuan weiyuanhui 福建省地方志編纂委員會, ed., Fujian lishi
ditu ji 福建歷史地圖集 (Fuzhou: Fujian sheng ditu chubanshe), p. 46-47.
Coastal dwellers of Southeast Fujian were classified as maritime societies
like those found in the Ming period. This similarity had existed since the Song
period. Before the Song period, that Fujianese were involved in maritime
activities had already been recorded in different written sources. For example, in
the Three Kingdoms period (222-280 BC), part of the Fujian area was governed
by the reign of Sun Wu 孫吳.73 According to Zuo Si’s 左思 Wu dou fu 吳都賦,
the best navigators and sailors at that time were selected from the area of Fujian
and Guangdong.74 During the Song period, activity patterns and categories of
merchants, sailors, boatmen and pirates were already quite similar to those
observed in the late Ming period. As with merchants in the late Ming period, sea
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merchants in the Song period were classified into two categories: prominent and
petty. Concerning the former, documents showed that ‘vessels owned by
prominent merchants 大形海商之䚀’ were (1) large vessels that could carry
500-600 people, and (2) medium vessels that could carry 200-300 people.75 For
petty merchants who were unable to build or rent a vessel, they had no other
choice but to board the prominent merchants’ vessels, in which they rented a
shipping space and carried the merchandise by themselves. 76 This phenomenon
was depicted in Pingzhou ketan 萍州可談: “[Petty merchants] occupied [the
space of the prominent merchants’ vessels to] store their merchandise. Each of
them had a limited space. Space was used to store merchandise, [and] petty
merchants lay on [their merchandise] at night. 分占貯貨，人得數尺許，下以貯
物，夜臥其上.” 77 Meanwhile, sea merchants or vessel owners usually hired
sailors. The owners of the seagoing vessels earned a living by shipping merchants’
merchandise or by renting their vessels to merchants who travelled by sea
(boshang 舶商). Vessel owners hired some sailors, while sailors expended their
labour on assisting vessel owners.78 Regarding pirates in the Song period, they
were divided into ‘Chinese pirates’ (aka local pirates, neikou 內寇) and ‘foreign
pirates’ (waikou 外寇). In this categorisation, the latter were associated with
Korea and the Mongol Empire. 79 Pirates threatening the Song regime were
mostly Chinese pirates, whose size could reach thousands of people. For instance,
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during the Reign of Song Emperor Lizhong 宋理宗 Zhao Yun 趙昀 (1205-1264,
re. 1224-1264), Bao Hui 包恢, the judicial commissioner of Fujian, mentioned in
his petition Fang haikou shensheng zhuang 防海寇申省狀 that ‘[a pirate group
could] reach up to thousands of people and more than a thousand giant vessels 眾
至數千而巨艘千數矣’.80 Chinese pirates in the Song period also shared the
nature of the ‘merchant pirate’. Shen shumi yuan zengzhi yanhai shiyi zhuang 申
樞密院增置沿海事宜狀, written by the prefect of Quanzhou Zhen Dexiu 真德秀,
recorded that pirates traded with civilians living in Weitou Ao 圍頭澳 and
robbed the seagoing vessels in the Anhai harbour 安海港.81

During the early Ming period, the government imposed a prohibition on
overseas trade.82 Coastal dwellers were thus prohibited from ‘connecting with
foreign countries 私通海外諸國’,83 and the export of goods – such as silk and
goods made of iron and categorised as contraband – was under strict control.84
Civilians were forbidden to use, keep or sell foreign goods like sappan wood and
pepper.85 However, ‘nine out of ten [Fujianese] regarded vessels as their home 以
津舶為家者十而九也’,86 meaning that most of the Fujianese were involved in
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such maritime activities as overseas trade. The implementation of prohibition of
overseas trade therefore placed ‘coastal dwellers in a position where they failed
completely to secure their livelihood 海濱民眾生理無路 ’. 87 Some coastal
dwellers decided to connect with foreign countries to get involved in unofficial
trade, or to transform into pirates to protect their livelihood.

During the Jiajing period, coastal dwellers’ joining pirate groups had become
a pressing problem, mostly due to ‘the more stringent prohibition of overseas
trade [that caused] a sharper increase in [the number of] pirate groups 海禁愈嚴，
賊夥愈盛’,88 thus posing a major threat to local security along the China coast.
This situation was especially serious in Fujian comparing to other coastal regions.
For example, Xie Lao 謝老 pillaged Zhangzhou, Yan Shan Lao 嚴山老 pillaged
Fuzhou89 and Hong Dizhe 洪迪珍, who was involved in overseas trade with
Wang Zhi 王直 (d. 1560), also ‘benefited from carrying the wealthy Japanese to
Nan Ao 載日本富夷泊南澳得利’. 90 Moreover, the threat posed by wokou
intensified in the Jiajing period. Generally, wokou referred to pirates who
devastated the area between the Korean peninsula and the China coast.91 The
Chinese character ‘wo 倭’ means ‘Japanese’ and ‘kou 寇’ means ‘bandit’.
Nevertheless, wokou were Japanese, Chinese or even Korean. In the Hongwu
period (1368-1398), wokou had already pillaged the China coast. However, the
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wokou threat became more serious in the Jiajing period. Wokou constantly
pillaged Zhangzhou, Quanzhou, Xinghua and Fuzhou. For example, in the 34th
year of the Jiajing period (1555), Putian, one of the districts in Xinghua prefecture,
was raided by 200 wokou, resulting in the deaths of Dai Hong 戴洪, Gao Huaide
高懷德 and Zhang Zao 張鑿 and the destruction of battalions. 92 After that,
during the Jiajing period (1558, 1559, 1561), wokou conducted several other
attacks on Putian and even captured it in the 41st year of the Jiajing period (1562).

The wokou threat gradually subsided after the 43rd year of the Jiajing period
(1563). Tan Lun 譚綸 (1520-1571), the grand coordinator of Fujian, commanded
Qi Jiguang 戚繼光 (1528-1588), Yu Dayou 俞大猷 (1503-1579) and some
others to suppress wokou present on Chinese territory. 93 The following year
(1564), the Ming regime accepted the suggestion of the prefect of Zhangzhou,
Tang Jiude 唐九德 (j. 1556), to mark off the areas of Longxi district 龍溪縣
and Zhangpu district 漳 浦 縣 and then subsume them under the newly
established district Haicheng 海澄縣.94 Haicheng district was officially formed
in the first year of the Longqing 隆慶 period (1567). Later in the same year, the
Ming reign followed the advice of the grand coordinator of Fujian, Tu Zemin 塗
澤民 (j. 1544), to rescind the prohibition of overseas trade in Yue Gang 月港.95
Some coastal dwellers renounced private trade and ceased to collude with wokou
or local pirates. Zheng Ruoceng 鄭若曾 therefore concluded that ‘when the
market is open, pirates then change into merchants 市通，則寇轉而為商’.96
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Based on the previous section, this research focuses on Southeast Fujian, which
was looted by pirates and was under the partial rescinding of the ban on overseas
trade in the late Ming period.

2.2 Types, Activities and Disputes of Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian

Local officials of the Ming regime generally adopted three principles when
making their judgments. The three principals – law (fa 法), ritual propriety (li 理)
and sentiment (qing 情) – were the principles adopted by judicial officials when
sentencing the accused.

Law referred to the legal rules (lu 律) and regulations (li 例) of the Ming
regime. Ritual propriety referred to the correctness of social and moral behaviour.
The ritual propriety also corresponded to two earnest attempts of local officials:
no injustice (wuyuan 無冤) and no litigation (wusong 無訟). In the sixth year of
the Chongzhen period (1633), the introduction of Fajia xuzhi 法 家 須 知
indicated the following: “[There is] no injustice on civilians (in society), [and this
situation fulfils] the condition that civilians consider themselves as not being
treated unfairly! Individuals who know the law are afraid of the law... If [we]
decide on ‘no litigation between civilians’, this situation should rely on the one
who [takes the responsibility of] hearing cases. [He] should be sober, calm and
incorruptible. 下無冤民，實民自以不冤也！則知法者懼法......倘曰‘使民無訟’，
則在聽訟者青天白日之化云爾.”97 Likewise, in the 12th year of the Chongzhen
period (1639), Zhi pu 治譜 stated that “[T]he imperial court (chaoting 朝廷)
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establishing the local authorities (guanfu 官府) initially aimed at alleviating
civilians’ concerns and burdens, settling civilians’ disputes [and] reconciling
civilians (who got into disputes). 朝廷設立官府之意，府為民間分憂，息爭，
使之一一和解.”98 In other words, ritual propriety implied that society ideally
aimed at suppressing injustice and excessive litigation through the judiciary.
Moreover, sentiment referred to the specific circumstances of each case 99 rather
than ‘the human relations’.100 Zhi pu mentioned that “[T]rials are not separate
from sentiment. Sentiment is the reason for an accused acting reasonably or
unreasonably 審不離情，情者人犯曲直之情也.”101 In law enforcement, local
officials aimed at satisfying both sentiment and law (qingfa liangping 情法兩
平).102 Their judicial reasoning was then neither ‘case based’ nor solely ‘rule
based’. 103 In forming their judgments, both legal rules and the specific
circumstances of each case played a crucial role.104 In other words, sentiment
contributed to loosening the rigidity of prescribed penalty.105

Local officials of Southeast Fujian also made judgments in accordance with
the three principles. This phenomenon manifested in the cases about the types and
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activities of maritime societies. In terms of maritime activities, maritime societies
of Southeast Fujian – merchants, seafarers and pirates – mutually influenced one
another. For instance, vessel owners and sailors followed the sea-merchants when
they were involved in transactions and went out to sea. Some of the fishermen
carried the merchants’ merchandise after finishing fishing and selling their fish. In
the meantime, pirates usually robbed and captured merchants and seafarers,106
and some of the captives later became pirates. The maritime societies worked and
went out to sea collectively. This phenomenon summarises the problem of and
dispute over how maritime societies undertook and shared the risks of going out
to sea. The cases and judgments relating to these situations also reveal the local
officials’ management and understanding of maritime societies. Indeed, cases
related to these situations demonstrate how local officials governed coastal areas,
in particular Zhangzhou, Quanzhou, Xinghua and Fuzhou.

2.2.1 Seafarers

Seafarers referred to both fishermen and sailors, while fishermen specifically
referred to coastal dwellers engaged in fishing or cultivating fish, clams, etc.
Some of the fishermen were also boatmen (aka chuanhu). Other than catching and
selling fish, fishermen who also served as boatmen helped carry the merchants’
merchandise to make a living. Coastal dwellers who worked on the vessels but
were not fishermen, were usually sailors. In Chinese, sailors were also addressed
as chuanshao 船 艄 , shaoshou 梢 手 , shaoshui 梢 水 , shuishao 水 梢 or
chuanding 船丁. In fact, it was rather common for fishermen going out to sea to
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catch and sell fish collectively. The following cases showed that fishermen sailing
together:
Benfu yiqi haibian shi: I investigated and I found that Ruan Long 元龍 [and]
Shi Sheng 世盛 caught fish together with their vessels. The vessel of Shi Yu
世育 was then robbed by pirates. A sailor was captured, [and] another
sailor was seized by soldiers. Shi Yu observed that Ruan Long [and] his
vessel returned with handsome profits. Shi Yu intended to extract money
from Ruan Long to compensate his lost. However, Ruan Long made a false
accusation against Shi Yu, saying he committed robbery, which was too
much. Ruan Long was punished and sentenced to a penalty of three shi 石 of
grain.107

本府一起海變事：審得元龍、世盛合䑸採捕。乃世育之 被賊所劫，船
丁一被擄，一被官兵所擒。世育見元龍船得利歸，欲索其幫費，而元龍
誣之以盜劫，過矣。元龍罰穀三石。

Chayuan yijian liuming shi: I investigated and I found that Yang Tinglu 楊廷
祿 [and] Huang Shili 黃仕立 went out to sea by vessels and [intended to]
fish in the sea. They respectively stayed in a vessel [and] went to sea on
the sixteenth day. Tinglu was promptly captured by pirates on the
eighteenth day, but three other people in the same vessel immediately piloted
the vessel, escaped and returned. Huang Juzhou 黃居周 and other five
people sold fish for a living. They jointly invested sixty taels of gold [and]
went to sea on the seventeenth day. [They] met the pirates and were robbed
and killed by pirates on the twentieth day. Six lives were taken in an instant.
[Their] spirits and grievance sank, [and their] souls drifted in and along the
water. Who (no one) could bear talking about their grievance [and]
tragedies... People who sold fish held wealth and therefore suffered
misfortune, people who caught fish were not wealthy and therefore could
avoid [misfortune]. Those murdered were meant to be killed, and those kept
were meant to be used in their gangs. [This was] the general case of
pirates.108
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察院一件六命事：審得楊廷祿、黃仕立駕舟出海捕魚，人各一船，十六
日開洋。廷祿即於十八日被強盜擄去，其同船三人當即駕舟脫回。黃居
周等六人以販魚爲業，合本六十金，於十七日開洋，至二十日而遇賊劫
殺矣。六命畢於頃刻，魄與冤沉，魂隨水遊，冤慘誰忍言哉......販魚者以
挾貲取禍，捕魚者以無財得免，其殺之者欲滅其口，其縶之者欲留爲用，
海盜之故態也。

Chayuan yijian shafu shi: I investigated and I found that Weng Tingjian 翁
廷健 was a person who fished. You Duanbiao 遊端表 opened a shop to sell
fresh fish. Liu Yanghuan 劉養環 was a broker who traded fish and rice. Zhu
Dongbo 朱東伯 was a boatman who carried [other people’s products, goods
or merchandise]. Zheng Si 鄭四 was a person who caught fish by piloting a
vessel. You Duanhui 遊端輝 was a person who caught and sold fish.
Duanbiao opened his shop in Shacheng 沙埕. The rear building of the shop
was builded near the sea. At the time, Tingjian was fishing with Duanhui.
Duanhui took advantage of Tingjian by using his vessel, [and] piloted the
vessel to Wenzhou 溫州 to sell fish... Tingjian relied on [the fact that] he
always made profits by selling fish, and he exchanged the profits for rice.
People had no doubt about [Tingjina’s situation] ... I interrogated Yanghuan,
asking why he helped Tingjian buy rice. [Yanghuan] said that people who
catch fish always have taels of silver by selling fish, which is why he did not
know the taels of silver [he received from Tingjian] were stolen goods... I
interrogated Dongbo, asking why he helped Tingjian carry rice. [Dongbo]
said that people who carry goods and products only know about receiving
wages, they do not question where the rice is from.109

察院一件殺父事：審得翁廷健，捕魚之人也。遊端表，以發賣魚鮮開舖
者也。劉養環，交易魚米之經紀也。朱東伯，攬載之船戶也。鄭四，駕
船採捕者也。遊端輝，捕魚販魚者也。端表開舖於沙埕，其店之後樓臨
海。時廷健同端輝捕魚，端輝趁廷健之舟，駕至溫州發賣魚鮮......廷健恃
其向常有販魚之利以易米，人不之疑也......詰養環何以代之買米，則曰捕
魚者時有販賣之銀，不知其是贜也......詰東伯何以爲之載米，則曰攬載者
衹知受載之工資，米之從何來不問也。

In terms of maritime activities, seafarers involved in catching and selling fish
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and those involved in carrying goods were closely linked to one another. The
cases (or court opinions) cited above showcased fishermen sailing together. For
example, Ruan Long and Shi Sheng were fishing together, so were Weng Tingjian
and You Duanhui. Another case entitled ‘Nansi wuta shenyu 男死無他審語’
described how the grandson of a fisherman, Yi Nanda 伊男大, was fishing in
partnership with Wei Bangqi 魏邦器.110 Meanwhile, ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’
revealed that some of the fishermen not only caught fish but also sold them. You
Duanhui offered a prime example. Nevertheless, at first glance the content of
‘Chayuan yijian liuming shi’ contradicts the content of ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’.
Prefectural judge Qi Biaojia explained in ‘Chayuan yijian liuming shi’ that
fishermen who sold fish were wealthy and therefore suffered misfortune, while
fishermen who caught fish were not wealthy and therefore avoided misfortune.
The Chinese term ‘wucai 無財’ can either mean not wealthy or simply refer to a
person who does not carry taels of silver or gold at a certain time. Put differently,
pirates often targeted the supposedly wealthy fishermen who sold fish, whereas
fishermen who only caught fish were either not wealthy enough to interest pirates
or did not carry taels of silver or gold when going to sea. In contrast, ‘Chayuan
yijian shafu shi’ recorded that fishermen who caught fish always received taels of
silver when selling their fish. As a matter fact, these two cases depict two different
scenarios: first, fishermen who only caught fish rarely carried taels of silver, and
second, fishermen who caught and sold fish generally carried and received taels of
silver. Therefore, these two cases are not contradictory.

Some fishermen also carried people’s products and merchandise. Thus, they
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caught and sold fish and carried people’s products and merchandise such as firs,
bamboo, indigo dye, rice and dung when they returned. Liao Dake’s Fujian
haiwai jiaotong shi provided a more detailed description of seafarers carrying
other people’s products and merchandise. Liao Dake mentioned that boatmen
were vessel merchants. They made their vessels and hired sailors to find
customers and carry their merchandise. Additionally, boatmen rented their vessels
to sea merchants. 111 Nevertheless, Liao Dake did not mention what form of
cooperation existed between fishermen and boatmen. Indeed, fishermen could
also be boatmen. For fishermen who were not boatmen, they could rent vessels
from the boatmen. For instance, the case ‘Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi 本府
一起謀滅人命事’ recorded a situation in which fishermen went out to sea
together, sold the fish and carried pigs’ waste when returning home:

Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi: I investigated and I found that Lin Long 林
龍, the son of Lin Jingman 林敬漫, was fishing in the sea in the fishing
vessel owned by Lin Fuwo 林富我, Kang Wanbao 康萬寶 and some other
people. There were twenty people in the vessel. They arrived at Shacheng
and sold their fish there three months ago. When they finished selling their
fish, they immediately carried the pigs’ waste owned by Lu Si 盧四 when
they returned.112

本府一起謀滅人命事：審得林敬漫之子林龍，駕船主林富我、康萬寶等
漁船出海捕魚，同船二十餘人。三月前去沙埕販魚，事畢，即攬盧四，
載豬糞回。

‘Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi’ highlighted that boatmen rented their
vessel to fishermen, like the fisherman Lin Long who used the fishing vessel
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owned by Lin Fuwo and Kang Wanbao. As Lin Fuwo and Kang Wanbao’s vessel
was a fishing vessel, Lin Fuwo and Kang Wanbao could also be considered
fishermen. In other words, some of the fishermen could also be considered
boatmen. This case showed how fishermen jointly went out to sea and cooperated
with one another. However, this cooperation did not prevent disputes between
fishermen in Southeast Fujian:

Yuandao yijian zhansha wumin shi: I investigated and I found that Li
Shaofang 李紹芳 and other villagers were residents of Yitou village 移頭.
Huang Kechang 黃克昌 and other villagers were residents of Yanqin village
岩沁. The coastal population regarded the sea as arable fields. [They]
cultivated razor clams in the sea to pay taxes, as they have long practised. In
the second month of last year, Li Shaofang and other villagers [from Yitou
village] arrogantly said that [they should take] the benefit of natural
resources, they [then] crossed the boundary [of their fields and went to
Yanqin village’s fields] and got into a dispute. Li Shaofang and other
villagers [from Yitou village] were admittedly wrong. Therefore, [villagers
from the two villages were] involved in incessant disputes. Then, [Li
Shaofang and other Yitou villagers] assembled hundreds of people [and]
asked for a fight in an uproar. Who said that residents of Yanqin village 岩沁
were helpless and could not resist the raid [from Yitou villagers]? The raid
from Yitou, however, was indeed violent and could not be stopped... This
incident was caused by assault and battery by groups of people, [and thus this
incident was] settled following the law regarding assault and battery by
groups of people...113

院道一件佔殺誣民事：審得李紹芳等移頭之居民也，黃克昌等岩沁之居
民也，海濱之民以海爲田，種植蟶鮮，畫界課糧所從來矣。去年二月，
李紹芳等駕言自然之利，越界紛爭，曲固在紹芳等也。乃爭執不已，而
鳩衆數百，鬨然索鬥，此時岩沁居民誰謂束手無一敵者，然而移頭之頑
鋒實洶洶莫當......事以羣毆起，法亦以羣毆止......
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... I also investigated and found that Li Shaofang and other villagers were
living in Yitou. Huang Kechang and other villagers were living in Yanqin.
Within these two years, Yiyou villagers forcibly took razor clams from
Yanqin. District magistrate Xu 徐 知 縣 , had demarcated the boundary
[between the two villages]. There was a xiaoshan gang 小山港 between that
separated the two villages. [The villagers from the two villages] separately
cultivated razor clams in their own fields in the sea. Therefore, they shold
perpetually follow [this arrangement of cultivating razor clams in their fields].
Nevertheless, Shaofang and other villagers again, roamed the sea and piloted
vessels to Yanqin during the second month of the third year. [Yitou villagers]
violently took the razor clams, [and] Zheng Qiu 鄭球 (a villager from Yitou
village) who died was indeed involved in the dispute. Huang Kechang 黃克
昌 and other villagers were afraid of losing the benefits derived from
cultivating razor clams, and thus involved in the dispute with additional
bravery. People naturally vied for the benefits [and] became enemies. The
ignorant masses risked their lives to seek benefits...114
......又審得李紹芳等居移頭，黃克昌等居岩沁，二年間移頭民攘臂奪岩沁
之蟶鮮，經前縣徐知縣踏勘定界，兩村中隔小山港，各植鮮於本村之海，
俾永遵守。而紹芳等復於三年二月內，繇海駕舟至岩沁，攘臂取蟶，已
死之鄭球實在其內，黃克昌等懼蟶利之失，賈勇鬥對，人自爲爭，亦人
自爲敵。愚民見利忘身......

... From a judicial perspective, what Yitou villagers resisted and disclaimed
were related to the striking of Yanqin, [and] the crimes of [the villagers from
the two villages] could not be covered by one another. Initially, the villagers
from the two villages could not make any excuses with any regulations. In
terms of respective sentiment, Yanqin villagers did not kill Qiu on purpose...
[It seemed that] the ignorant masses always agitated people to vent their
anger, and they should not be indulged due to their act. The accused [from
the two villages] acted nearly the same as they did three years ago.
Unceasing litigation leads to embroilment. The district magistrate merely
mediated between the two villages and thus he imposed light penalties on the
accused in an attempt to seek serenity. [The accused] received light penalties
three years ago, and therefore [it] seems hard [for me] to impose heavy
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penalties [on the accused] three years later.115

論法則移頭之攘賴，與岩沁之毆繋，罪不相掩，原無可貸之條。論情則
岩沁無死球之心......移頭之人以岩沁死，愚民鼓衆以洩忿，似亦常情，特
不宜因而橫肆耳。在三年以前，兩訐不相下，久訟必生變端，前館縣惟
以調停爲寧靜之福，故兩寬之，而寬於三年之前似難嚴於三年之後。

‘Yuandao yijian zhansha wumin shi’ recorded that villagers from the two
fishing villages got into disputes and launched strikes on one another. It was
because some villagers from a fishing village took razor clams from another
fishing village, and one of the villagers died during the disputes. Considering the
description from prefectural judge Qi Biaojia, fishermen were easily incited by
others as they endeavoured to maintain their own benefits. Qi Biaojia thus
intended to impose lighter penalties on the accused. This judgement revealed that
local officials tended to be lenient on these matters. Qi Biaojia also explained his
reasons for imposing lighter penalties on the accused, that is, ‘unceasing litigation
leads to embroilment. The district magistrate merely mediated between the two
villages, thus he imposed light penalties on the accused in an attempt to seek
serenity. [The accused] received light penalties three years ago, therefore [it seems]
hard [for me] to impose heavy penalties [on the accused] three years later’.116 The
practice of lenient sentences emphasised two important messages: first, even
though the judge regarded the villagers as ‘the ignorant masses’, he did not want
the villagers from the two villages to cause any disturbance. Local officials were
more likely to consider the effects of ligation and sentencing on local security,
rather than considering the nature of the crimes committed by the accused. This
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practice also resonated with the principle of ritual propriety. Indeed, local official
considered that unceasing litigation would cause disputes or embroilment and this
situation would harm the ideal form of no litigation in society. In other words,
local official took into account the achievement of the social ideal of ‘no litigation’
when making their judgment. Second, the judge described that ‘coastal dwellers
regarded the sea as arable fields’. The local official realised that villagers from the
two villages cultivated razor clams to earn a living. Hence, the judgement made
by the local official aimed at maintaining local stability and production activities.
Maintaining local security and stability was thus the main concern of the
judgement.

Additionally, these different cases identified three characteristics of seafarers:
first, fishermen could also be boatmen. Second, the maritime activities of fishing,
selling fish and carrying products and merchandise were connected. Some of the
fishermen both went to sea and sold fish. They cooperated with one another to
maintain their maritime activities. Third, fishermen valued their natural resources.
Some of the fishermen even violently took the natural resources from another
fishing village. As for sailors, they were closely linked with petty merchants and
pirates. Sailors’ maritime activities or characteristics will be discussed later.

The three principals were the cornerstone of the local officials’ judgments. In
addition, local officials considered two moral standards when making their
judgments and managing the seafaring population. First, judgments served to
maintain local security and stability. Second, local officials often required the
coastal dwellers who worked together to supervise one another. Moreover, those
who went to sea were also required to bear the risk collectively. It is in fact easy to
48

perceive how both moral standards are related. In ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’ and
‘Yuandao yijian zhansha wumin shi’, Qi Biaojia made his judgments in
accordance with these two moral standards. In ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’,
fisherman Weng Tingjian murdered and took about seven taels of silver from You
Duanbiao, who had opened a shop and sold fish. After You Duanbiao died, his
brother, You Duanhui, looked for him with Weng Tingjian in Shacheng and
Tongshan 桐山. In the meantime, Weng Tingjian gave the stolen goods (the seven
taels of silver) to Liu Yanghuan, the broker who traded fish and rice, as payment
and asked Liu to buy rice for him. Boatman Zhu Dongbo helped Weng Tingjian
carry the rice. Liu Yanghuan and Zhu Dongbo did not conspire with Weng
Tingjian to murder You Duanbiao. Nevertheless, Liu and Zhu stayed in Shacheng
with Weng without realising that You Duanbiao was missing.

Therefore, Qi Biaojia condemned Liu and Zhu for two reasons. First, if Liu
and Zhu knew that You Duanbiao had been murdered by Weng Tingjian and still
decided to help You buy and carry rice, they were wrong as they ignored the crime
committed by the murderer. Second, if Liu and Zhu did not know about the
incident, yet helped buy and carry rice, they were also wrong because they did not
notice the crime committed by the murderer. In both cases, Liu and Zhu should be
punished.117 Liu and Zhu were found not guilty in the first trial. However, in the
review Liu Yanghuan was beaten with a heavy stick as a punishment. Moreover,
Qi Biaojia depicted that You Duanhui ‘held an iron gimlet to stab Jain (Weng
Tingjian) in the presence of the local official 當官挾一鐵錐以刺健（翁廷健）’.118
You Duanhui’s behaviour towards Weng Tingjian was in defiance of the law. Qi
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Biaojia thus explained that Weng Tingjian already received his penalty and should
not receive any unlawful penalties. However, You Duanhui received no penalties.
In short, Liu Yanghuan did not conspire with Weng Tingjian, but he also failed to
discover the crime committed by Weng. Therefore, Liu Yanghuan should be
punished. As for Zhu Dongbo, he did not receive any penalty, yet Qi Biaojia did
not provide any explanation for Zhu’s not guilty verdict. According to the court
opinion, the taels of silver Liu Yanghuan received from Weng Tinjian were stolen
goods. Whether Weng paid Zhu Dongbo’s salary with stolen goods remained
unknown. It was speculated that Weng did not paid Zhu Dongbo’s salary with
stolen goods, as Qi Biaojia did not mention it. This situation caused Liu and Zhu
to receive different penalties. In other words, this case demonstrated how the
judgment also resonated with the principle of sentiment, as local officials
considered the specific circumstances before imposing different penalties on the
accused.

Furthermore, in ‘Yuandao yijian zhansha wumin shi’, villagers from the two
fishing villages Yitou and Yanqin got into a dispute. Qi Biaojia mentioned that
unceasing litigation would cause embroilment and dispute, hence his judgment of
lighter penalties against the accused. Li Shaofang, who commanded the villagers
and let other villagers be involved in the dispute (zhihui fazong 指揮發縱),
received the beaten with a heavy stick punishment, so did Liu Binjiang 劉濱江
and Zheng Qinmen 鄭欽孟, who also indignantly fought with other villagers
(tongxi fenzheng 同係憤爭). ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’ and ‘Yuandao yijian
zhansha wumin shi’ demonstrated how local officials considered the backgrounds
and actions of the accused before sentencing them, giving them punishments in
accordance with the existing laws and regulations. At the same time, local
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officials considered the effects of the judgments on the accused and on local
society. They seriously considered and adhered to the three principles when
making their judgments. That is to say, local officials followed or adopted the
three principles so as to maintain local security and stability in the coastal region.

2.2.2 Petty Merchants

During the Ming period, sea merchants referred to two main categories –
prominent merchants and petty merchants – according to their form of trade and
organisation. Prominent merchants were usually formed by 100-1,000 people and
petty merchants were engaged in small scale transactions and joint employment of
vessels, with sailors commonly seen among them. Two to three individuals
usually formed a group of petty merchants.119 Documented in Puyang yandu,
Xinqi santi wenfa shenyu and Min yan, the cases related to sea merchants were
usually descriptions of petty merchants. This section, therefore, seeks to discuss
the activities and characteristics of petty merchants. The merchandise sold by
petty merchants was usually food, dye and wood – including rice, sugar, indigo
dye, bamboo and camphorwood. In terms of the form of trade, petty merchants
sold their merchandise in other districts and prefectures. As they travelled to other
places by vessels, they needed to rent a vessel from boatmen and employ sailors.
Boatmen and sailors thus went to sea with petty merchants. Moreover, some of the
petty merchants left their merchandise to other merchants who travelled to other
prefectures and helped them sell the merchandise. ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’
and ‘Benfu yijian jiesha shi’ described a situation in which petty merchants went
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to sea with boatmen and sailors:

Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi: I investigated and I found that Zhang Chongxi
張崇熙 sold rice and returned from Shacheng. Liu Handou 劉漢斗 was
the boatman, Ceng Yuanji 曾元及 and Liu Maoying 劉茂英 were the
sailors. [They] went to sea in a vessel on the tenth day of the eighth month
last year. On the twentieth day, [they] met pirates and were robbed in the
territorial sea of Sha Ao 沙澚. Handou and the others escaped by jumping off
onto the barge. Yuanji and Maoying – the nephew of Handou – were
captured by pirates [who] seized the rice. Chongxi and Handou were
fortunate to get the chance to return to their own Ao. Unfortunately,
[Chongxi and Handou] hardly know or care if Yuanji [and Maoying] were
alive or dead.120

分守道一件夫命事：審得張崇熙販米自沙埕載歸。劉漢斗係船戶，曾元
及、劉茂英係水艄也。去歲八月初十日開駕，二十日於沙澚中洋遇賊劫
掠。漢斗等跳小舸以遁，元及、漢斗之胞侄茂英爲賊所擄，併其米劫去。
崇熙、漢斗幸得回澚，元及二人竟邈不知其生死也。

Benfu Yijian Jiesha shi: I investigated and I found that Chen Aizhou 陳愛洲
carried two hundred and three ti 提 of indigo dye that was jointly owned
and bought by Qiu fuchu 丘復初 and Li He 李賀. [Chen Aizhou and the
others] were robbed by pirates when they arrived at sea. Fuchu and the others
escaped and fled to other places, therefore the pirates hauled and took away
the vessel. [The pirates] threw the indigo dye into the sea, [thus] only
forty-eight dan 擔 of indigo dye remained... Zhou Sunzai 周孫仔 was held
captive by pirates [who] freed Aizhou and the remaining indigo dye with his
vessel. Aizhou delivered [the indigo dye] to commission agent Fang Singwu
方興吾 to sell. Dyeing craftsmen Zheng Yuyan 鄭玉岩, Chen Zhenlin 陳
振林 and others bought [the indigo dye]. Each dan [of indigo dye] was sold
one tael of silver and one qian 錢 and five fen 分, and [amounted] in total
[to] more than fifty taels of silver. [Aizhou] used twenty-four taels of silver
to ransom Zhou Sunzai...121
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本府一件劫殺事：審得陳愛洲即周大進攬載丘復初、李賀合本之菁二百
三提，至海洋被賊劫擄。復初等逃命他奔，賊遂牽其舟，將菁棄之於海，
衹剩菁四十八擔......賊將周孫仔爲當，放愛洲人船併剩菁回。愛州投林墩
牙家方興吾發賣，有染匠鄭玉岩、陳振林等買之，每擔銀一兩一錢五分，
計五十餘兩，將二十四兩贖回孫仔......

... After that, Duanhuan 端環, the elder brother of Fuchu, forced Aizhou to
pay the compensation in Ding Hai 定海. Local officials of Jiuzhou 九洲
made the judgment that [Aizhou should compensate and pay] twenty-nine
taels of silver to [Fuchu]. Li He became the only one [who] lost and could
not get back his money and capital. Therefore, Li Zhen 李貞, the elder
brother of Li He, travelled to Lianjiang 連江 Dinghai, [and] was looking for
the return of his younger brother. [Li Zhen] also tracked down the original
goods (i.e., the indigo dye). [He] met Chen Aizhou in Dinghai suddenly, and
went to Pu (i.e., Putian 莆田) with Aizhou to find Fang Singwu. Therefore,
[Li Zhen] accused [Chen Aizhou] to this court (i.e., in Xinghua
Prefecture)...122
......而復初之兄端環在定海勒愛洲還償金，九洲等公處出銀二十九兩償
之。獨李賀貲本無歸，故兄李貞至定海、連江尋找弟歸，併追查原貨，
適遇陳愛洲於定海，與之至莆尋方興吾，遂控告於本府......

[When] Aizhou carried [the indigo dye], he did not intend to be wicked.
[After Aizhou and Zhou Sunzai] were hastily robbed by pirates, Aizhou’s
vessel was robbed, and [Zhou Sunzai] was captured by pirates. Aizhou lost
properties and suffered painstakingly from the situation, although he sold his
customers’ merchandise and used twenty-nine taels of silver to compensate
[Qiu Fuchu]. What Li He had lost should be classified as a misfortune. [Li
He] should not reproach and demand compensation from Chen. Aizhou,
nevertheless, carried and sold [Li He’s] merchandise. It is not surprising that
Li Zhen shouted and rebuked Zhou garrulously. Aizhou [should] compensate
Zhen with taels of silver amounting to one tael of silver and five qian. Fang
Singwu was initially the commission agent, [and he] also took the
commission [on the sale of the indigo dye]. [Fang Singwu] should
compensate [Li Zhen] with an amount of one tael of silver. Still, light
...
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penalties should be imposed on Aizhou and Singwu, [who] should
respectively hand in three shi of crops. As Zheng Yuyan and the others were
the dyeing craftsmen, they were exempt from charges.123

愛洲攬載原無歹意，倉卒遇賊，人船被擄，雖將客貨貿易贖人，而又賠
償過二十九兩，是愛洲削亦甚苦迫矣。李賀所失當付之厄數，不可責償
於愛洲也。但愛洲未免攬其貨又賣其貨，何怪李貞之嘵嘵憾洲也。合著
愛洲償貞一兩五錢，方興吾初爲牙家，亦抽有利息，量賠一兩，仍薄罰
愛洲興吾各穀三石，鄭玉岩等係染舖貿易，免科。

In ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’, Zhang Chongxi sold rice in Shacheng. He
travelled at sea with boatman Liu Handou and sailors Ceng Yuanji and Liu
Maoying during the return trip. Whether Zhang Chongxi went to Shacheng with
the boatman and sailors was not recorded in the case, neither was Zheng
employed the boatmen and sailors only during his return trip. But one thing is sure:
petty merchants, boatmen and sailors went to sea together. ‘Benfu yijian jiesha shi’
also showcased a situation in which petty merchants went to sea with seafarers.
According to the court opinion, Chen Aizhou ransomed Zhou Sunzai, while Qiu
Duanhuan only demanded compensation from Chen Aizhou. It is inferred that
Chen Aizhou was the boatman and Zhou Sunzai the sailor. In short, the cases
revealed that some boatmen not only rented their vessels to fishermen or sea
merchants, but also carried the merchants’ merchandise. The petty merchants
mentioned in the cases went to sea with boatmen and sailors. As the previous
section demonstrates, some of the fishermen and boatmen involved in catching
and selling fish were closely linked with those involved in carrying the merchants’
merchandise. Hence, petty merchants, fishermen, boatmen and sailors jointly went
to sea and cooperated with one another.
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Moreover, ‘Yijian zhapian shi 一件詐騙事’ recorded that some of the petty
merchants left their merchandise to other merchants who travelled to other
prefectures, and helped them sell the merchandise. In ‘Yijian zhapian shi’, Huang
Cilin 黃次臨, a petty merchant from Putian, gave his leather socks to Wu
Zhongtai 吳鍾臺, who would help him sell the socks in Zhejiang 浙江. After
Huang and Wu made an agreement, Huang paid Wu five taels of silver and gave
him twelve pairs of leather socks.124 Additionally, in ‘Yiqi chuxun shi 一起出巡
事’, Zhong Xinting 鍾心亭 and Huang Cuifeng 黃萃鋒 crossed the frontier
without authorisation (sichu waijing 私出外境) and traded with wokou. This case
demonstrated that some of the petty merchants in Southeast Fujian traded with
wokou. Prefectural judge Qi Biaojia described that Zhong Xinting and Huang
Cuifeng could lead the pirates into China territory: “[I]f [the pirates were involved
in] burning and robbing [the coastal region], would the coastal region have a
peaceful land? 萬一騷然焚劫，海濱有寧土哉？” 125 Qi Biaojia’s description
revealed that trading with pirates posed a great threat to the local security of the
coastal region. ‘Yiqi shenyan tongwo haijin shi 一起申嚴通倭海禁事’ also
mentioned that sea merchant Lin Xiaobi 林肖弼 traded with and sold vessels to
wokou.126 Under these circumstances, local officials in Zhejiang suspected that
petty merchants travelling in Zhejiang and Fujian were trading with wokou. Some
of the merchants were imprisoned, even though they did not trade with wokou.
Wang Jingxing 王敬興 in ‘Yiqi renming shi 一起人命事’ represented a fine
example of the situation mentioned above.127
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The cases previously described showed that petty merchants employed
sailors and cooperated with boatmen. However, petty merchants also bore the risk
of being robbed and killed by the same groups of people. For instance, ‘Shuishou
mouming 水手謀命’ documented that the sailor piloted the vessel to a remote and
desolate place and murdered the petty merchant and his servant. The sailor then
took the copper goods owned by the merchant and sold them in Wu Hu 蕪湖. The
commission agent (yajia 牙家) in Wuhu knew that the copper goods were stolen
goods, yet he took the goods.128 ‘Mouhai 謀害’ recorded a situation similar to
‘Shuishou mouming’. In ‘Mouhai 謀害’, sailor Zhang Chao 張潮 piloted the
vessel to a secluded place and murdered petty merchant Zhao Xin 趙信, who
carried capital and intended to go to Nanjing 南京 to buy fabric.129 Likewise,
‘Shaogong haiming 稍公害命’ recorded that the boatman who was also a sailor
murdered a petty merchant and his servant in a secluded bay. When the three
people rested in the bay, the sailor fuddled the merchant and the servant with
alcohol. The sailor then murdered the merchant and the servant and took their
taels of silver and silver goods.130 The petty merchants mentioned in the cases
travelled by river and judicial casebooks recorded no similar case with petty
merchants travelling by sea.

According to the cases mentioned earlier, petty merchants usually went to sea
with boatmen and sailors. Some of the merchants left their goods to other
merchants who travelled to other places and helped them sell the goods. Petty
merchants, boatmen and sailors formed a partnership. Meanwhile, some of the
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petty merchants were robbed and murdered by boatmen or sailors. Furthermore,
regarding the trials of petty merchants and sailors, local officials also considered
or adhered to the three principles when judging the accused. Local officials often
emphasised the maintenance of local security and stability, and that petty
merchants and seafarers who jointly went to sea should share the risks and
supervise one another. Regarding cases that involved robbery and murder, the
accused were usually decapitated after being charged with forcible robbery
(qiangdao 強盜). As for cases relating to disputes between maritime societies,
local officials often considered the specific circumstances of the accused. They
also considered whether the judgments generated a positive result of ‘no injustice’
and ‘no litigation’. ‘Yijian zhapian shi’, ‘Benfu yijian jiesha shi’ and ‘Fenshoudao
yijian fuming shi’ were fine illustrations of how local officials made judgments
based on the three principles.

In ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’, Zhang Chongxi, Liu Handou, Ceng
Yuanji and Liu Maoying were robbed by pirates. Sailors Ceng Yuanji and Liu
Maoying were captured by pirates. Prefectural judge Qi Biaojia revealed the
following: “Chongxi and Handou were caught into the dispute. Not showing any
camaraderie, [they] absolutely lacked sympathy for the people who were in the
same vessel. 崇熙、漢斗於紛攘之中，絶無顧恤同舟之誼.” 131 Qi Biaojia
sentenced Zhang Chongxi and Liu Handou to pay twelve taels of silver in total to
Ceng Yuanji’s wife. In addition, as a punishment Zheng and Liu were beaten with
a heavy stick.132 These penalties resonated with the principle of ritual propriety
and emphasised the consideration of ‘no injustice’. This case also revealed that the
131
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local official considered that coastal dwellers who went to sea collectively bore
the risks together. As for ‘Benfu yijian jiesha shi’, Chen Aizhou carried the indigo
dye owned by Qiu Fuchu and Li He. They were all robbed by pirates. Chen
Aizhou later sold the remaining indigo dye and received about fifty taels of silver,
which he used to pay the ransom of the sailor captured by pirates and to
compensate Qiu Fuchu for his loss. Li He, however, did not receive any
compensation from Chen Aizhou. Even though Chen Aizhou sold the indigo dye
without Qiu Fuchu’s consent, Qi Biaojia only imposed a light penalty on Chen. It
was precisely because Chen Aizhou did not have any wicked intention and also
painstakingly suffered from the tragedy. Qi Biaojia thus considered the specific
backgrounds of Chen Aizhou – the accused – and his judgment echoed the
principle of sentiment. Likewise, in ‘Yijian zhapian shi’, because Huang Cilin
broke the agreement with Zhong Taixian, he initially had to pay back the six taels
of silver and eight qian to Zhong. Qi Biaojia considered that Huang helped Zhong
sell the merchandise, thus Huang should only pay Zhong six taels of silver. In
short, the judgment followed the principle of sentiment.

2.2.3 Pirates

Regarding the nature and definition of pirate, Zheng Guangnan 鄭廣南 in
his book Zhongguo haidao shi 中國海盜史 quoted the definition of pirate as
stated in Xiandai hanyu cidian 現代漢語詞典,133 Hanyu dacidian 漢語大詞典
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134

and Zhongwen dacidian 中文大辭典. 135 According to these books, 136 a

pirate is a ‘sea bandit 海洋上的強盜’ and ‘someone who pilots the vessel without
the permission of the states or belligerent communities, and intends to intimidate
other vessels 未受國家或交戰團體之允許，而駕駛船䚀，意圖施強暴脅迫他
船’. Additionally, a pirate ‘appear[s] in the sea or along coastal regions 出沒海洋
上或沿海地帶’. In short, based on the modern definition, pirates are bandits who
intimidate others in the sea or along coastal regions without the permission of the
state.

Nevertheless, Dai Shunju 戴順居 in his book Mingdai de qiangdao anjian
明代的強盜案件, mentioned that the meanings of the Chinese characters ‘dao 盜’
and ‘zei 賊’ are different. Hence, the Chinese terms for pirate – ‘haizei 海賊’ and
‘haidao 海盜’ – are also different. According to Zhongwen dacidian 中文大辭典,
“An [individual] who plunders [other people’s] properties is a ‘dao’. An
[individual] who steals [other people’s] properties is a ‘zei’. [A group of dao and
zei are generally called qundao 群盜, and also called daozei 盜賊 or daofei 盜
匪. In the present, [the action of] taking [other people’s goods or property] in
violence is called a ‘dao’. [The action of] stealing [other people’s goods or
property] is called a ‘zei’. [The modern meanings of ‘dao’ and ‘zei’] are just
opposite to their old meanings. 劫掠財物為盜，竊取財物者為賊，汎稱群盜，
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亦曰盜賊，或稱盜匪。古以盜小而賊大，今俗稱強取曰盜，私偷曰賊，意適
相反.” 137 During the Song and the Ming periods, a ‘zei’ usually described
criminals who murdered other people and committed robbery. The Chinese
character ‘kou 寇’ also shared a similar meaning to ‘zei’.138 During the Ming
period, ‘haizei 海賊’, ‘haidao 海盜’ and ‘haikou 海寇’ also meant pirates. The
term ‘haizei’ was usually seen in court opinions related to pirates and filed in Min
yan.

The

terms

‘haizei’,

‘haidao’ and

‘haikou’,

however,

appeared

interchangeably in court opinions related to pirates and filed in Puyang yandu.
Three case files in the Puyang yandu, ‘Yiqi haiyang dadao qiangjie sharen fangbu
deshi shenming zhengpi yijing difang shi 一起海洋大盗强劫殺人訪捕得實申明
正辟以靖地方事’,139 ‘Yiqi zhuiqin haizei shi 一起追擒海賊事’140 and ‘Yiqi
jihuo haikou shi 一起緝獲海寇事’,141 were good illustrations of this point. All
three cases were related to ‘forcible robbery’. The accused in the cases committed
robbery and stole goods. Hence, the accused in the first case was given a head
exposed sentence, and the accused in the other two cases were punished by
decapitation. Even though the descriptions of the accused – ‘haiyang dadao 海洋
大盜’, ‘haikou 海寇’ and ‘haizei 海賊’ – differed, the nature of their crimes was
similar. They were all sentenced to death according to the code titled ‘forcible
robbery’: “In all cases where forcible robbery is committed but no goods are taken,
the offenders shall all be punished by one hundred strokes of beating with a heavy
137
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stick and life exile for three thousand li (Chinese mile 里). As long as goods are
taken, the offenders shall without distinction between principles and accessories,
be punished by decapitation.”142

In addition, ‘Yiqi weijihuo haiyang qiangjie shi 一起為緝獲海洋強劫事’
provided a definition of pirates: “[Pirates] have a large number of members. [They]
kill or harm [victims] with knifes. [They] carry something like a knife, a spear, a
foreign cloth and an axe. Only those murder victims should be categorised as real
pirates. Needless to say, [pirates] should be punished by decapitation. If [an
offender] only leaped at the chance of robbing a fishing vessel at sea with very
few people, [this crime] is no different to the crime of forcibly taking in daytime
(baizhou qiangduo 白晝搶奪) that happen in the land route. 必人徒眾多，刃人
傷人，不則亦須帶有刀鎗番衣牌銃之類，方為殺人真海賊，自應論斬，不待
言矣。若只以漁船於海洋中，機乘人寡，而摽掠之，此與陸路之白晝搶奪何
異.”143 In all cases involving stealing others’ goods in daytime’, the code ‘forcibly
taking in daytime’ referred to a crime for which ‘the offenders shall be punished
by one hundred strokes of beating with a heavy stick and penal servitude for three
years’, and ‘if the offenders injure others, they shall be punished by
decapitation’.144 In other words, pirates in the Ming period referred to sea bandits
who had a large number of members and carried weapons. Pirates also involved in
robbing or killing victims at sea or along coastal regions. Moreover, during the
Ming period, the terms ‘haizei’, ‘haidao’ and ‘haikou’ all meant pirate.
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In short, based on the law, court opinions related to pirates or the conclusions
reached by the court, the definition of the term ‘pirate’ during the late Ming period
was summarised as follows. First, the number of pirates must be more than one
person. Second, pirates hold or possessed weapons. Third, most pirates took other
people’s goods or property in violence and killed or harmed people. Therefore,
pirates during the late Ming period referred to gangs or bandits involved in
robbing or killing victims at sea or along coastal regions.

According to court opinions documented in Puyang yandu and Min yan,
pirates in Fujian were divided into three categories: pirates who did not join or
communicate with foreign gangs (i.e., Chinese pirates or local pirates), pirates
who joined wokou (ruwo haizei 入倭海賊) and pirates who pretended to be
wokou (jiawo 假倭). The three types of pirates were all petty pirates in accordance
with their organisations. Regarding the exact number of pirate gangs, court
opinions did not clearly specify. However, they revealed that the size of each gang
varied depending on the number of captives, ranging from 100 to a few hundred.
Pirates robbed and killed people recklessly, and mainly targeted merchant vessels
and fishing vessels. Among them, rice vessels were the most prevalent targets.
The plunder or stolen goods mainly included silver, grain, clothing and copper
goods, for instance, rice, sugar, silk, cotton, copper basins, copper locks and wires.

In terms of organisation, some of the pirates were blood tied:

Yiqi haiyang dadao qiangjie sharen fangbu deshi shenming zhengpi yijing
difang shi: The previous case observed that Lin Chunting 林春亭 and others
gathered their family members to plot. All [family members, including]
fathers, sons, brothers, relatives and friends were pirates. [Some] were
62

involved in planning and preparing to whip the degenerate, or dump and sell
stolen goods owned by the original owners, or assemble the vessels to
awaken the desire to kill people, or stay temporarily to hide the stolen goods
and make a hiding place for whales (i.e., pirates). After Chunting, [all of his
family members and relatives] were guilty of felony. [They] faced the people
who helped customers to carry goods and weeped for their own deaths in
Shen Hai 蜃海. [They] faced the people they injured and murdered who
wailed for the injustice in the sea. [Chunting and his family and relatives]
were afraid that the victims would recognise them, therefore they sunk [the
victims’ vessels]. [They] were afraid that the women would reveal [their
trail], therefore they let their women live a life of indulgence. Their fearless
and crafty plot almost provoked riots in the whole of Fujian (Bamin).145
一起海洋大盜強劫殺人訪捕得實申明正辟以靖地方事：前件看得林春亭
等聚族而謀，舉父子兄弟親戚朋友，無不胥之爲盜者，或運籌而策蜂蠆
之羣，或傾銷而變原主之物，或方舟合䑸而鼓喊殺之鋒，或寄跡匿贜而
作鯨鯢之窟。自春亭而下，皆歷有兇狀者也。被禦貨者泣途窮於蜃海，
遭殘戮者號冤厲於鯨波，恐其認識也，則沉之，婦女恐其漏洩也，則縱
之。此其大膽狡謀幾可橫行八閩。

‘Yiqi haiyang dadao qiangjie sharen fangbu deshi shenming zhengpi yijing
difang shi’ described a situation in which family and relatives were all involved in
the crime of piracy. In accordance with the court opinion, Lin Chunting and his
family, relatives and even his friends were pirates. They all cooperated and were
involved in a variety of criminal activities, such as robbing, sinking vessels,
selling and possessing stolen goods.

‘Benfu yijian haijie canhai shi 本府一件海劫慘害事’ also depicted the
relationship between pirates and their family members. The case described the
relationship between pirates’ family members and villagers from the fishing
village threatened by pirates. The pirates supported their family by giving them
145
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taels of silver. The family members knew that the taels of silver they received
from the pirates were stolen properties. Yet, they bragged about their wealth
complacently. If their fellow villagers reported the situation to local officials, they
would be attacked by pirates when they went to sea. The villagers thus did not
dare report the situation. The attitude of the villagers showcased that pirates were
not only involved in robberies at sea, but also posed a threat to fishing villages.
Additionally, the situation of pirates’ family members residing in the fishing
village revealed that pirates were initially villagers in the fishing village. Likewise,
‘Yiqi jihuo zeifan yaoshu shi 一起緝獲賊犯要屬事’ recorded how pirates’
family members assisted the pirates: “Huang Yingdong 黃應東 and Huang Shier
黃十二 [and] Huang Jingshen 黃敬慎 were the brothers of pirate Huang Yuyi
黃育一, while Ruan Wopeng 阮我鵬 was the brother of Ruan Worong 阮我榮...
Yuyi and Wopeng formerly became pirates, then Yingdong and the others
denounced pirates by following the amnesty offered by the authorities. However,
[they] pretended to obey the authority, and [assisted and supplied the pirates]
furtively, therefore [they] should all be punished. 黃應東與黃十二、黃敬慎，俱
海盜黃育一之親兄弟，而阮我鵬又海盜阮我榮之親兄弟也......先是育一我榮二
人為海上巨寇，而應東等以家屬奉文招撫，豈其陽奉上命，而陰行接濟，致
俱坐以辟也.”146 These cases revealed that whether pirates’ family members or
relatives assisted the pirates or received stolen properties, they should all be
punished. For instance, in ‘Yiqi jihuo zeifan yaoshu shi’, the relatives of the
pirates who assisted the pirates received a head exposed sentence. 147

Nevertheless, not all pirates’ relatives or family members intended to support
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the pirates. For instance, one of the pirates in ‘Yiqi jihuo zeichuan shi 一起緝獲
賊船事’ was captured by his relatives. Moreover, some of the pirates recruited
members by using money: in ‘Yiqi chuxun shi 一起出巡事’, pirate Lin Huaiwan
林懷萬 used money to recruit members. 148 The pirates came from different
districts of Fujian like the pirates mentioned in ‘Yiqi xianhuo haikou shi 一起現
獲海寇事’ who came from Fuqing 福清, Zhangle 長樂 and Putian.149

Regarding pirates who pretended to be wokou, pirate Guo Qi 郭起 in
‘Xunhaidao yijian jiesha dabian shi 巡海道一件劫殺大變事’ wore the fake
beard and cloth of wokou. In ‘Yiqi qinhuo haikou shi 一起擒獲海寇事’, pirate
Xiao Ke Lao 蕭科老 wore the wokou’s helmet and armour. 150 Nevertheless,
Guo Qi and Xiao Ke Lao did not join any wokou gang. Regarding pirates who
joined wokou gangs, pirates Zhang Jing 張景 and Chen Baozai 陳保仔 in ‘Yiqi
feibao zeiqing shi 一起飛報賊情事’ were good examples. Prefectural judge Qi
Biaojia described that Zhang Jing and Chen Baozai were pirates who joined
wokou, and that ‘they craftily wore the cloths of wokou, held the weapons of
wokou [and] piloted the vessels of wokou 詭倭之裝，執倭之器，駕倭之舟’.151
The description showed that outward appearances of Chinese pirates who joined
wokou gang were not different from the wokou.

Some of the pirates even changed their names, as exemplified in ‘Yiqi
gongbao chunfang shijun deng shi 一起恭報春防事竣等事’. Pirate Ceng Tiandi
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曾天迪, who joined the wokou gang Mala Youweimen 嘛喇又衛門, changed his
name to Erguan 二官. Qi Biaojia described that Ceng Tiandi ‘betrayed China and
became a foreigner 背漢變夷’.152 Additionally, pirates who joined wokou were
also involved in killing and robbing civilians. For instance, in ‘Yiqi shaohuo
haiyang yichuan shi 一起哨獲海洋異船事’, pirate Wang Diqing 王迪卿 and
other pirates ‘betrayed China and communicated with wokou. [They] ran amok in
the sea. [After what they did, they] resisted and injured soldiers, and murdered
merchants 背華通倭，橫行洋海，中間抵傷官兵，屠戮商民’.153

Some of the pirates even stayed in Japan and communicated with hongyi 紅
夷, in other words, the Dutch. In ‘Yiqi qinhuo hongyi jianxi jianhao Xue Sima
jukou shi 一起擒獲紅夷奸細僭號薛司馬巨寇事’, Wang Sitong 王四童 and
three other pirates communicated with the Dutch and stayed in Japan.154 Pirate Er
Lao 二老 in ‘Yiqi yongyi qinzei gongbao jieyin shi 一起用夷擒賊恭報捷音事’
also communicated with the Dutch.155 Pirates who joined and communicated with
wokou or the Dutch were also involved in robbing, capturing and murdering petty
merchants and seafarers. They usually captured dozens of people, like Wang
Sitong. Pirate Yuan Ba Lao 袁八老 robbed and murdered petty merchants who
sold rice. Wang and Yuan captured more than 80 people, while Er Lao murdered
38 victims. The number of people captured or killed by pirates who joined or
communicated with wokou or the Dutch was comparable to the large scale pirate
gangs (juzei 巨 賊 ; jukou 巨 寇 ). For instance, in ‘Yiqi sujiao haizei yidu
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luanmeng shi 一起速剿海賊以杜亂萌事’,156 Juzei Lei Gong Lao 雷公老, Lin
Jinwu 林錦吾 and Huang Yu 黃育 murdered more than 70 people. In addition,
in ‘Yiqi haiyang gongzei shashang shaobing shi 一起海洋攻賊殺傷哨兵事’,
more than 130 pirates were arrested.157

In light of the analyses of this case, the size of pirate gangs, the number of
pirates who joined wokou (ruwo haizei) and those who pretended to be wokou
(jiawo) generally varied. However, all dominantly targeted petty merchants and
fishermen. This finding differs from the current academic argument on merchant
pirate. The above court opinions clearly indicated that pirates posed a threat to and
represented a risk for sea merchants and seafarers. Meanwhile, many pirates were
punished by decapitation following the code ‘forcible robbery’. The ones who
communicated and colluded with wokou or hongyi, were executed with head
exposed, which followed the punishment for plotting treason. This means that the
criminals who posed a direct threat to local security, like the aforementioned
pirates, were normally punished by local officials solely according to the principle
of law. The people who were captured and transformed into pirates, normally
were given trials in which those pirates’ circumstances were considered.
Nevertheless, the pirates who were not facing decapitation still faced severe
punishments (regarding the transformation from fishermen or sailors to pirates,
see detail in Chapter 4).

Regarding the handling of disputes between maritime societies, litigation and
pirates’ robbery, local officials applied the three principles – law, ritual propriety
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and sentiment – to the trial and their sentence was influenced by their will to
maintain local security and stability. Referring to the previous cases, it can be seen
that Fujian’s local officials approached the cases related to pirates and those
related to other maritime societies differently. For cases involving honourable
persons (liangmin 良民) such as fishermen and sailors, local officials judged their
cases by applying equally the principles of law, ritual propriety and sentiment.
Nevertheless, coastal dwellers were no longer considered honourable persons
once they became pirates and engaged in robbery and killing. They became
criminals, thus their identities changed compared with other maritime societies.
For pirates, local officials prioritised the application of the principle of law before
that of ritual propriety and sentiment to judge the cases, and often imposed heavy
penalties. Therefore, the criteria the local officials privileged in their judging
approach were based on the identities of the accused, i.e., whether the accused
were pirates or not.
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CHAPTER 3
Local Administrative System of Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian

From a judicial perspective, Chapter 2 examines the principles and means
adopted by Fujian’s local officials to manage maritime societies. From this
analysis, we can conclude that local officials adopted the principles of law, ritual
propriety and sentiment – principles that were also applied to the whole state –
with the aim of settling lawsuits and disputes occurring within the societies. This
chapter also analyses how local officials managed the maritime societies by
observing the nature and the operation of the local administrative system.

3.1 The Anchorage Group: The Administrative System of Maritime Societies

During the Ming period, civilians’ household register and tax revenues,
especially during the earlier reigns, were generally managed by the administrative
community (aka the lijia system 里甲制). 158 The administrative system was
officially promulgated in the 14th year of the Hongwu period (1381). 159
According to Emperor Hongwu, a community (li 里) consisted of 110 households
(hu 戶). Responsible men from the community’s 10 most affluent households were
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assigned the roles of community heads (lizhang 里長). The remaining 100
households were then divided into 10 neighbourhoods (or sub-communities, jia
甲), each containing 10 households.160 Every community head was required to
perform duties assigned on a rotation basis for one year. The 10 neighbourhood
heads (jiashou 甲首) also needed to carry out the required tasks. Both the
community head and the neighbourhood head only held their position for one year,
after which others would assume the roles. After a decade, by which time each
head had already fulfilled the tasks, a rotation was considered completed. 161 The
principal function of the community head was to supervise the collection of the
annual summer and autumn tax quotas. Other formal responsibilities shouldered
by the community head included maintaining local security, the arbitration of
disputes and the maintenance and compilation of The Yellow Registers (Huangce
黃 冊 ), 162 which documented the number of individual members in each
household and served as the basis for imposing taxes or labour service obligations
during the Ming Dynasty. 163 The operation of the administrative community
categorised the rural population in the form of ‘community – neighbourhood –
household’ ( 里 ─ 甲 ─ 戶 ). The function of the administrative community,
however, gradually declined after the mid-Ming period. The local mutual security
association (aka the baojia system 保甲制) and the village covenant (xiangyue
鄉約) became the main local system of regulation, whose functions were to
manage household registration, handle tax revenues, solve security issues and
ensure the moral elevation of the rural population in the rural area. The local
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mutual security association – a local defence organisation – was organised in
parallel with the administrative community. The village covenant aimed at
enhancing the moral consciousness of the rural population. It also supported an
association for mutual surveillance and mutual assistance formed among the
villagers. All these activities were led by an organised local leadership and
maintained through regular meetings and contributions.164

The anchorage group’s (aka the aojia system 澳甲制) organisation and
functions were very similar to the administrative community and the local mutual
security association. The Ming regime used the anchorage group to manage and
organise the seafaring population, which encompassed fishermen and boatmen
living in the coves, bays and islands. The anchorage group was not confined to a
particular fishing village. Instead, it served as a household registration
management and administrative system implemented in the coastal areas. 165
Between the Jiajing and Wanli periods, the names and more fully-fledged forms of
yujia 漁甲, aojia 澳甲 and chuanjia 船甲, which were the variants of the name
of the category of the anchorage group, gradually appeared in some coastal areas
like Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong 廣東. 166 From the fourth year of the
Longqing period to the second year of the Wanli period (1570-1574), the district
magistrate of Huian 惠安, Ye Chunji 葉春及 (1532-1595) reported that ‘an
anchorage (ao 澳 ) had sub-anchorage groups (jia 甲 ), [and it] should be
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registered as a certain anchorage [with] certain sub-anchorage groups [and] with
certain households. 澳有甲，當書某澳、某甲、某戶’.167 In this case, the term
‘households’ referred to fishermen and boatmen. In the sixth year of the Wanli
period (1578), the grand coordinator of Fujian Geng Dingxiang 耿 定 向
(1524-1597) also decided to strengthen the anchorage groups and the local mutual
security associations in Fujian:

It was observed that many coastal dwellers’ household registries in each
anchorage group were concealed and incomplete [and] were not reported to
officials. The overgrown of the wicked and detriment was the result of that.
Recently, the Emperor allowed the petition in favour of partial lifting of the
prohibition on overseas trade. It is ordered that the local mutual security
associations should be inspected and prevent and arrest the people who
guided and gave material assistance to [pirates or foreigners], these affairs
have become more important. Especially the heads of the anchorage groups
should be carefully chosen. All anchorage groups should be incorporated into
the administrative community. The community heads should be chosen
among the people who possess the necessary qualities to be the heads of the
anchorage groups. To combine the names of boatmen from each anchorage
group and dwellers living in the interior of the state in the same way, all of
them should be included to The Yellow Registers.”168

訪得，沿海各澳居民，戶籍多隱漏，不報在官。奸弊之叢，正由於此。
近會題准海禁事宜，內開稽察保甲，防緝接濟，事體更為重大，澳甲尤
宜慎選，應將各澳甲，俱編入里甲圖內，擇里長有身家者，即為澳甲，
併各澳船戶姓名，與腹裏居民一例，俱編入冊。
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From these statements, it is clear that the anchorage groups were already in
operation during the Wanli period. The implementation of anchorage groups also
revealed that the Ming regime and its local officials organised fishermen and
boatmen by utilising the administrative community, the local mutual security
association and the anchorage group, which equated to a monitoring system to
prevent coastal dwellers from assisting pirates (or foreigners). 169 From the 43rd to
45th years of the Wanli period (1615-1617), Yuebao shiyi 約保事宜, written by
the grand coordinator of Fujian Huang Chengxuan 黃 承 玄 , recorded the
regulations aimed at supervising the local security on vessel management of the
anchorage groups in coastal areas. According to Yuebao shiyi, there should be a
head of an anchorage group in each cove and port along the coasts. All vessels in
the coves and ports, regardless of their sizes, should be compiled by name by the
heads into records and reported to officials. To facilitate inspection, the tail of
each vessel should provide clear written and engraved information about a certain
prefecture, district, anchorage group and name, including the name of the boatman
or fisherman. When a boatman or a fisherman wanted to make a new vessel,
officials should be informed first. The new vessels should also be engraved with
names before being granted permission to enter waters. Furthermore, a
sub-anchorage group contained 10 vessels and the owners of each vessel should
protect and supervise one another. Two registers should be made, one kept in the
district to which the vessels belonged, one in the anchorage group. If anyone was
found connected to private trade or to wokou, the head and the boatmen of the
anchorage group in which the private trade took place should immediately inform
local officials. The officials should then give generous rewards to the informants,
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either the head or the boatmen. Nevertheless, the head of the anchorage group
should be put under investigation if he failed to inform officials, or if the person
engaged in private trade was captured by other heads of anchorage groups
responsible for other coastal areas.170

These regulations were not unique to Fujian, as similar regulations were
found in Songjiang 松江 and Guangdong. During the Chongzhen period, Huang
Ming shifa lu 皇明世法錄 recorded that coastal dwellers living in the districts
located along the coast of Guangdong should also be organised in anchorage
groups. This regulation was named chuanjia instead of aojia, but this regulation
and the one in Yuebao shiyi were similar in content. According to the record of
Huang Ming shifa lu, vessels in Guangdong should be engraved with 10 words,
including the name of the prefecture, district, anchorage group and owner.
Meanwhile, the head and the deputy head of each anchorage group should keep a
registry with the information about the numbers, types and usage of the vessels of
the group. The district magistrates should conduct a close inspection of the
registries every year. Huang Ming shifa lu also documented the function of the
anchorage group in Guangdong, showing how a victim robbed by a thief or pirate
could recognise the thief’s or the pirate’s vessel and inform the head and the
deputy head instantly. The head could then sound the gong and chase the thief’s or
the pirate’s vessel. Everyone would thus know that a vessel without a name
belonged to the thief or the pirate. Everyone could arrest and hand over to officials
the thief’s or the pirate’s vessel. Nevertheless, the penalties for those who sat by
and watched were the same as the ones related to pirates or foreigners.
170
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Likewise, from the 32nd to 36th years of the Wanli period (1604-1608), the
court opinions filed in Yunjian yanlue 雲間讞略, written by the prefectural judge
of Songjiang Mao Yilu 毛一鷺, already recorded the situation in which coastal
dwellers engraved their names on their vessels. 171 For instance, in ‘Yijian wei
jijiu jiesha shi 一件為急救劫殺事’, Wang Xisi 王郗四, who met the pirate Wan
Er 萬二 and later transformed into a pirate, leased Zhang Yan’s vessel 張衍.
Petty merchant Mo Ren 莫訒, who sold wheat, was robbed by Wang Xisi. Wang
seized Mo Ren’s vessel and then gave Zhang Yan’s vessel to Mo Ren. As Zhang’s
vessel was engraved with Zhang’s name, Mo Ren found Zhang later.172 Another
typical example was ‘Yijian difang shi 一件地方事’: Wang Wanshou 汪萬壽
and Wang Boyuan 汪伯元 were robbed by Wu Wu 吳五 and eleven other
pirates in Henglu Jing 橫瀘涇. Coincidentally, Zhou Yangxuan 周仰萱 who was
travelling in his vessel, was following the pirates’ vessels, hence making Wang
Boyuan wonder if Zhou Yangxuan was also one of the pirates. Nevertheless,
Zhou’s vessel was engraved with Zhou’s name, thus Wang Boyuan could trace
Zhou.173

These episodes showed that the nature and function of the aojia in Fujian and
those of the chuanjia in Guangdong and elsewhere were very much alike: local
officials managed and organised the coastal dwellers’ vessels under the anchorage
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group (both the aojia and the chuanjia). In other words, local officials supervised
coastal dwellers through the operation of the anchorage group, whose aim was to
maintain local security along the coasts. At the same time, ‘Yijian weijijiu jiesha
shi’ and ‘Yijian difang shi’ demonstrated the effect of engraving names on vessels,
that is, to allow one to trace the ownership of the vessels when someone had
encountered pirates. Generally, the anchorage group served to manage the vessels
owned by fishermen and boatmen and maintain local security. The anchorage
group also helped local officials manage the tax revenues generated by fisheries.
For example, in the 14th year of the Chongzhen period (1641), Zhangle xianzhi 長
樂縣志 recorded that the heads of the anchorage groups needed to urge fishermen
to pay taxes.174

To conclude, the organisation of the anchorage group was very similar to the
administrative community. The nature and principle functions of the anchorage
group, the administrative community, and the local mutual security association
were also identical – i.e., to manage the household registries and the tax revenues.
The anchorage groups, the sub-anchorage groups and the households organised
the seafaring population – thus turning into a group organised in a way that was
favourable for local governance. Therefore, local officials managed the maritime
societies of Fujian, especially seafarers, using the local administrative system
whose nature and organisation were similar to the system applied to the whole
state. Moreover, local officials considered the actual circumstances and features of
the maritime societies. Although the anchorage group, the administrative
community and the local mutual security association aimed at maintaining local
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security, the three systems managed different groups or situations. The anchorage
group sought to manage the seafaring population including their vessels, taxes and
household registries. In short, when setting up the anchorage group the Ming
regime and its officials also considered the actual situations of the seafaring
population.

3.2 The Rules and Regulations of the Anchorage Group

Petty merchants and seafarers took risks when travelling at sea. For instance,
pirates could rob, capture and even murder merchants and seafarers, hurricanes
could damage the merchants’ and seafarers’ vessels. Formal reports (bingtie 稟帖)
collected in Puyang bingdu described the situations along the coasts of Fujian in
which ‘the atmosphere of the sea was not pleasant 海氛未寧’ 175 and ‘the
atmosphere of the sea was not clear 海氛未清’. 176 These two descriptions
indicated that the social order along the coasts of Fujian was not secure. People
who travelled along the coasts were not safe. Prefectural judge Qi Biaojia further
explained the situation in his formal reports collected in Puyang bingdu: “The
pirates were unbridled, less than half of the vessels dared to leave the ports; of the
five [fishing vessels] which went out to sea, not more than three could make it
back. 海盜縱橫，漁船之出海者十未得五，其出而歸者五未得三.” 177 The
description showcased that pirates robbed, captured or sunk many fishing vessels.
Meanwhile, petty merchants, boatmen, sailors and fishermen often went to sea
collectively to enhance safety. This situation sometimes triggered disputes
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regarding the risks taken and shared by the seafaring population. To settle disputes,
local officials of Fujian referred to the rules and regulations of the anchorage
group and the rule of the anchorage (aka the aoli 澚例), to manage the maritime
societies.

The existence of the aoli was rooted in the implementation of the anchorage
group, 178 which aimed at managing household registries and tax revenues
generated by fisheries. The system also supervised and maintained local security.
Fishermen and boatmen were organised under the system formed of the anchorage
groups, the sub-anchorage groups and the households, whereby local officials
managed and governed the seafaring population. The system also bound together
the coastal dwellers who often went to sea together. This situation led to the
emergence of the aoli, which was legally binding.

The Chinese characters ‘澚’ and ‘澳’ can share the same meaning: ‘the bay
and the anchorage’.179 Regarding the activity of the aoli in Fujian, prefectural
judge Qi Biaojia referred to the aoli to judge the accused in two cases, ‘Benfu yiqi
moumie renming shi’ and ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’:

Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi: I investigated and I found that Lin Long, the
son of Lin Jingman, was fishing in the sea in the fishing vessel owned by Lin
Fuwo and Kang Wanbao and some other people. There were twenty people
in the vessel. They arrived at Shacheng and sold their fish there three months
later. When they finished selling their fish, they immediately carried the pigs’
waste owned by Lu Si when they returned. They were captured by pirates on
178
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the open sea of Shacheng on the fifteenth day. Lu Si, Lin Tingle 林廷樂, Lin
Long, Chen Xing 陳星 were all captured [by pirates]. On the second day of
the sixth month, Lu Si and Lin Tingle escaped [from the pirates] and came
back, whereas Lin Long and Chen Xing stayed with the pirates. Lin Jingman
was grieved that his son did not return and therefore made this accusation... I
gave my approval to file this case today. [Lin Jingman should wait until the
end of this year,] to see whether Lin Long has not yet returned. [If this
happened, then] according to the aoli, [Lin Fuwo] should give six taels of
silver to Lin Jingman. This was the responsibility shouldered by the owner of
the vessel Lin Fuwo. [For the time being,] Lin is exempt from charges.180
本府一起謀滅人命事：審得林敬漫之子林龍，駕船主林富我、康萬寶等
漁船出海捕魚，同船二十餘人。三月前去沙埕販魚，事畢，即攬盧四，
載豬糞回，於十五日沙埕外洋被賊所擄。同被擄，盧四、林廷樂、林龍、
陳星四人。六月初二，盧四、廷樂逃回，而龍與星尚留賊中。敬漫痛子
未歸，故有此告......今准立案，俟本年內林龍不歸，照例與之澚例六兩，
此則船主林富我之責也，姑免科。

Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi: I investigated and I found that Zhang Chongxi
sold rice and returned from Shacheng. Liu Handou was the boatman, Ceng
Yuanji and Liu Maoying were the sailors. [They] went to sea in the vessel on
the tenth day of the eighth month last year. On the twentieth day, [they] met
pirates and were robbed in the territorial sea of Sha Ao. Handou and the
others escaped by jumping off onto the barge. Yuanji and Maoying – the
nephew of Handou – were captured by pirates [who] also seized the rice.
Chongxi and Handou were fortunate to get the chance to return. Surprisingly,
[Chongxi and Handou] hardly know or care if Yuanji [and Maoying] were
alive or dead...181

分守道一件夫命事：審得張崇熙販米自沙埕載歸。劉漢斗係船戶，曾元
及、劉茂英係水艄也。去歲八月初十日開駕，二十日於沙澚中洋遇賊劫
掠。漢斗等跳小舸以遁，元及、漢斗之胞侄茂英爲賊所擄，併其米劫去。
崇熙、漢斗幸得回澚，元及二人竟邈不知其生死也......
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... Chongxi and Handou were caught into the dispute. Not showing any
camaraderie, [they] lacked sympathy for the people who were in the same
vessel. Moreover, [according to] the aoli, individuals who worked with
fishermen captured by pirates and still missing after three months should
collect and pay taels of silver to the families [of the fishermen]. [The families
of the captives would] use the taels of silver to hold a memorial service.
Today, née Liao 廖氏 (Liu Maoying’s wife) uttered cries of anguish. The
two persons [Chongxi and Handou], however, neglected and did not pity [née
Liao]... Chongxi and Handou should be punished. [I] tentatively imposed a
lighter penalty for [Chongxi and Handou]. [Chongxi and Handou should] all
together repay [née Liao] twelve taels of silver (according to the aoli). If
Yuanji is found alive later, [née Liao] could pay back the silvers to the said
two persons [Chongxi and Handou].182

......崇熙、漢斗於紛攘之中，絶無顧恤同舟之誼。且澚例，漁民被擄過三
月不歸，同事者醵銀付家屬，作祭奠之需。今廖氏呼天搶地，而二人漠
不憐之......崇熙、漢斗是當罪耳，姑薄罰之，澚例十二兩一併追給。倘遲
此而元及生還，仍以原銀付還兩人可也。

‘Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi’ described the situation in which pirates
captured fishermen. If fishermen did not return within the year of their capture,
the owner of the vessel should pay six taels of silver to the families of the captives.
Furthermore, ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’ showed the operation of the aoli:
“[P]eople who work with the fishermen captured by pirates and still missing after
three months, should collect and pay taels of silver to the families [of the
fishermen].” Petty merchant Zhang Chongxi and the owner of the vessel Liu
Handou should therefore pay twelve taels of silver to the wife of the captive sailor
Liu Maoying. Here, the prefectural judge Qi Biaojia drew an analogy between the
captive fishermen and the captive sailor. The judgments of the cases mentioned
182
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earlier also emphasised the operation of the aoli in Fujian: If pirates captured a
fisherman or a sailor and they did not return after three months, the owner of the
vessel or the merchants who worked with the captives both should pay six taels of
silver to the captives’ families. The taels of silver were then used to pacify the
captives’ families in the form of a memorial service held for the captives.
Nevertheless, the penalty for the late payment or the non-payment of the taels of
silver was not specified. Also, if pirates captured a merchant, no similar rules or
regulations existed to deal with the situation. This phenomenon showed that the
chances for fishermen, sailors and merchants to be captured by pirates differed. As
the aoli aimed at pacifying the families of the captive fishermen or sailors, this
means that fishermen or sailors incurred a greater risk of being captured by pirates.
In this regard, merchants and vessels owners were required to take an even greater
risk or to suffer greater losses when they arrived at sea. In short, the aoli dealt
with the situation in which pirates captured fishermen and sailors. The fact that
the prefectural judge implemented the aoli to judge these cases revealed that the
aoli had a substantial legal effect.

In addition, the court opinion of Qi Biaojia mentioned regulations for the
accidental death of sailors:

Benfu yijian canhai erming shi: I investigated and I found that the two
nephews of Cai Bangrui 蔡邦瑞 were Hong 鴻, the elder one, and Hu 鵠,
the younger one. The owner of the vessel used by Cai Hong was Chen Aiqi
陳愛齊. [There were] eighteen people who worked in partnership [including]
Lin Shijun 林士俊, Kang Shiyu 康士玉, etc. Shiyu and Hong were captured
by pirates. This happened in the eleventh month last year. In the third month
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of this year, Shiyu escaped [from the pirates]. [But] Cai Hong stayed in the
pirate’s group, with his life still hanging in the balance. In short, the owner of
the vessel and the other partners [who worked on the same vessel] had
nothing to do with [the fact that Cai Hong was captured by pirates]…183

本府一件慘害二命事：審得蔡邦瑞二侄，長鴻、次鵠。蔡鴻之船主係陳
愛齊等，同夥林士俊、康士玉等一十八人。士玉與鴻被賊所擄，是舊年
十一月内事。至今年三月士玉逃回，蔡鴻尚留賊中，其生死未可知。總
之，與船主、同夥無干也……

… The owner of the vessel used by Cai Hu was Lin Tingyun 林元顯, and
[Cai Hu] worked in partnership with Zhang Taier 張太二 and Lin Yuanxian
林廷雲, etc. The vessel capsized due to a sudden hurricane. Other people
were rescued and survived, only Hu died. Even though the death of Hu was
tragic, the owner of the vessel and the partners [who worked on the same
vessel] had nothing to do with it. Hu, however, was dead. According to the
rule, the anchorage to which Hu’s belonged should pacify and allocate ten
taels of silver to [Hu’s family]. The head of the anchorage group Xian
Nianshan 蘚念山 was not unwilling to give the taels of silvers to [Cai
Bangrui]. Cai Bangrui, however, was still ranting while testifying. [Cai
Bangrui] said that [Cai Hu] was drowned and it [his death] was unreasonable.
[Cai Bangrui should be] punished and beaten with a heavy stick.184
……蔡鵠之船主係林元顯等，同夥張太二、林廷雲等，偶因颶風，船覆，
他皆獲生，而鵠獨死。鵠之死雖可哀，總之亦與船主、同夥無干也。惟
是鵠既死，例有本澚公處一十兩爲優恤，澚長蘚念山等未嘗掯吝。而邦
瑞乃嘵嘵尤入詞，稱溺水多屬不情，杖之。

‘Benfu yijian canhai erming shi’ described the situation in which pirates
captured sailors. Cai Hong was captured by pirates for longer than three months.
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Nevertheless, the court opinion did not mention that Chen Aiqi, the owner of the
vessel, should pay the six taels of silver to Cai Hong’s family. Two scenarios can
be extrapolated from this case. First, Cai Hong’s family already received the taels
of silver from the people who worked with Cai Hong. Second, the individuals
who collaborated with Cai Hong did not need to pay the taels of silver. Regarding
the content of the court opinions ‘Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi and
Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’, the second situation seems unlikely. Indeed,
people working with the captive fishermen or sailors should pay six taels of silver
to the captives’ families. Moreover, according to the above-cited court opinion
(i.e., ‘Benfu yijian canhai erming shi’), if sailors (or fishermen) died by accident,
the anchorage group to which they belonged should handle the situation. The head
of the anchorage group should allocate taels of silver through the group and give
them to the families of the sailors (or fishermen), to pacify the victims’ families.
Therefore, the taels of silver were not paid by the people who worked with the
victims. In other words, if sailors (or fishermen) died by accident that was neither
related to nor caused by other people, such as the owner of the vessel or the
partners, local officials gave taels of silver from public resources to the victims’
families.

‘Wugao Fuming 誣 告 父 命 ’ was another example that reported petty
merchants involved in an accident when going out to sea. 185 Shen Tiangao 沈天
誥 and Qiu Wanchao 丘萬超 were petty merchants who travelled on the same
vessel. They were caught by surprise in big waves. Qiu died while Shen survived.
The judge decided that Shen should pay Qiu ‘zhaohun dianyi 招 魂 奠 儀 ’
amounting to one tael of silver to relieve the victim’s family, with a purpose of
185
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‘soothing the orphan’s pain that stemmed from pining for his father. 拯孤兒盻盻
望父之苦’.

These cases emphasised three situations. First, if sailors or fishermen were
captured by pirates and did not return after three months, the people who worked
with the captives, such as the owner of the vessel or the petty merchants, should
pay six taels of silver to the captives’ families. The captives’ families would then
use the taels of silver to hold a memorial service for the captives. Second, if
sailors or fishermen accidently died, the anchorage group to which the victims
belonged would give the taels of silver to pacify the victims’ families. Third, if
petty merchants travelling on the same vessel were involved in an accident, the
merchant who lived should pay one tael of silver to the family of the victim.
Likewise, the victim’s family would use the tael of silver to hold a memorial
service. Regarding the nature of the rules and regulations or the judgments made
by local officials, local officials encouraged the maritime societies working
together to supervise and help one another. The nature of the rules and regulations
was thus akin to the village covenant.186

Additionally, according to the concept of law by H.L.A. Hart, ‘those
accidentally injured should be compensated’.187 These rules or regulations can
therefore be seen also applicable to the maritime societies’ compensation system
to share the risks of engaging the sea. The families of the sailors or fishermen
captured by pirates received compensation from the owner of the vessel or
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merchants who worked in partnership with the captives. Likewise, the families of
the sailors or fishermen who accidently died received compensation from the
anchorage group. Concerning the above-mentioned cases, the rules and
regulations including the aoli aimed more prominently at placating than
compensating the families of the victims. Coastal dwellers went out to sea at their
own risks and shared the risk among the societies. Meanwhile, local officials
supervised coastal dwellers to ensure that they followed the rules and regulations,
which aimed at maintaining the operation of maritime activities. In short, local
officials managed the maritime societies of Fujian by using the local
administrative system, whose nature and organisation generally resembled the
system applied to the whole state. Yet, local officials concerned about the actual
circumstances and features of maritime societies. The existence of the aoli, for
instance, provided a good illustration of this point. Furthermore, the function of
the local administrative systems revealed that local officials had different attitudes
towards pirates and other maritime societies. Fishermen and sailors were
organised under the aojia and the chuanjia so that they could assist and monitor
one another. The aoli also presented distinctive features of pacification and mutual
assisting between maritime societies. Moreover, both systems and regulations
included precautions against pirates. This means that in the eyes of local officials,
pirates were perceived as criminals who damaged local security and stability.
Therefore, pirates were to be punished and suppressed, while fishermen and
sailors who were coastal dwellers needed to be monitored and managed, if they
were not saved from the hands of pirates.
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CHAPTER 4
Identities and Habits of Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian

In Chapters 2 and 3, this study examines how Fujian’s local officials
governed maritime societies from a judicial perspective and in relation to the
nature and operation of the local administrative system respectively. From these
earlier chapters, we can see that local officials adopted the three principles applied
to the whole state, with the aim of settling the lawsuits and disputes of the
societies. When dealing with pirates, local officials mainly adopted the principle
of law to judge the accused. Moreover, the local government organised the tax
revenues received from the societies and supervised the local security of the
coastal area under the anchorage group – a system similar to the administrative
community and to the local mutual security association but having unique
characteristics.

Local judicial officials incorporated sentiment when pronouncing the
judgments of the accused, as they considered the specific circumstances of the
seafaring population. Furthermore, the anchorage groups of Fujian were
characterised by the rules of the anchorage group. This reflected how the local
government governed the maritime societies according to the various
circumstances and characteristics of the societies. Nevertheless, in principle, the
local government’s management of the societies was consistent with the judicial
86

principles of the Ming regime and the local administrative system. This chapter
explores the relationship between cultural values and the maritime societies, and
how the local officials perceived the identities of the seafaring population in terms
of their cultural habits. Only then can we understand the behavioural
characteristics and identity issues of these societies.

4.1 Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian and Traditional Chinese Cultural
Values: Antu zhongqian and Zhongnong guisu

As a mountainous area, Fujian was characterised by relatively poor soil
fertility. The fact that agricultural development was limited by natural constraints
caused some Fujianese to forfeit farming and seek viable alternatives to earn a
living. In the 21st year of the Wanli period (1593), Xu Fuyuan – the grand
coordinator of Fujian – in his Shutong Haijin shu 疏通海禁疏 described the
following: “Chen Zizhen, the regional inspector of Fujian, observed that [the
civilians of] the Southeast coastal areas earned their living through maritime trade.
[They] did it for a long time and it was particularly obvious in Fujian. In Fujian,
Fuzhou, Xinghua, Quanzhou and Zhangzhou were surrounded by mountains and
sea, [so that there were] insufficient land for farming. [If the civilians] did not go
out to sea to trade, they could not earn their clothes and bread. The characteristics
of the civilians being fearless of big waves (i.e. the danger of sailing at sea) and
nonchalant of life and death were caused by their habits. 巡按福建監察御史陳子
貞看得，東南濱海之地以販海為生，其來已久，而閩為甚，閩之福、興、泉、
漳，襟山帶海，田不足耕，非市舶無以
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衣食，其民恬波濤而輕生死亦其習

使然”188 Indeed, because of their seafaring habits, Fujianese could be seen and
labelled as the opposite of the traditional Chinese cultural values – zhongnong
guisu 重 農 貴 粟 and antu zhongqian 安 土 重 遷 – which respectively
emphasised one’s home town and agriculture and grain. 189 For instance, Lin
Liyue depicted the following: “[O]ther than agricultural activities, there were
many more Fujianese who deliberately chose to devote themselves to other means
of subsistence. Some of them were involved in business transactions (as
merchants), or in craftsmanship and skills (as artisans), or sat for township exam
(as gentries). This phenomenon was common, especially in coastal regions 閩人
轉而從事農業以外的生計者更多，或業商賈，或習技藝，或應舉業，此種現
象尤以沿海地區為甚.”190 The ways maritime societies lived and worked did not
fully correspond with the spirit of zhongnong guisu. Nevertheless, because of their
way of life, merchants and seafarers of Fujian reflected the spirit of antu
zhongqian.

First, according to Lun guisu shu 論貴粟疏 – the petition written by Chao
Cuo 晁錯 (200-154 BC) and sent to the Emperor in 168 BC – zhongnong guisu
emphasised the significant importance of agricultural development (zhongnong
重農) and of crops (guisu 貴粟).191 The term ‘su 粟’ represented the five kinds
of grain:192 paddy, broomcorn millet, foxtail millet, wheat and soybeans. 193 The
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meaning of zhongnong guisu diverged at different conceptual and practical levels.
(1) Zhongnong guisu at that time emphasised that the crops were the cornerstone
of the state. The regime and its people should value agricultural production and
food storage. (2) Among various kinds of production activities, farming was of the
utmost importance and should consequently be the top priority for civilians. Chao
Cuo described that merchants stockpiled crops, raised their prices and reaped
substantial profits from selling their crops. According to Chao Cuo, the civilians
should not grow crops for trading but for their own consumption.194 In short,
zhongnong guisu advocated that civilians should be involved in farming and
therefore the ruler should govern its people using agricultural development.

Second, Emperor Han Yuandi 漢元帝 (re. 49-33 BC) depicted that antu
zhongqian was the nature of civilians.195 Yan Shigu 顏師古 (581-645 AD) noted
that ‘zhong 重’ meant ‘difficult 難’, thus ‘zhongqian’ meant ‘difficult to move or
to change a location’. 196 In general, antu zhongqian represented the cultural
significance of having to stay in a specific place for long-term settlement and of
being satisfied with this lifestyle.197 Civilians should settle in a specific place and
remain there. They belonged where they were born and should not move to other
places. If they were born in a place, they should grow old and die in the same
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place.198 Land could not be moved. Crops themselves were confined to a place
and regulated by their growth cycle. As Chao Cuo stated, ‘The crops, the cloths
and the silk were all produced by the land and grown with time using considerable
manpower. All these procedures could not be accomplished in one day 粟米布帛
生於地，長於時，聚於力，非可一日成也’,199 meaning that crops and silk raw
material were acquired from the land only in certain seasons. Harvesting also
required manpower, therefore the crops could not grow in a short period of time.
The farming population could not move to other places at will due to these
limitations. Thus, they gradually formed the cultural value and lifestyle that one
should be ‘born in a place, grow and then get old in the same place 生於斯，長於
斯，老於斯’.200 Farming involved this long-term settlement lifestyle and the
practice of storing crops, and thus civilians settled in a place, cultivated it and
developed close bonds with that place. The harvesting of crops by civilians helped
the state accumulate a sufficient amount of crops. 201 In this regard, the meanings
of zhongnong guisu and antu zhongqian were linked with agricultural
development and farming. Furthermore, examining whether the lifestyle and
behaviour of civilians resonated with these two cultural values – zhongnong guisu
and antu zhongqian – could simultaneously be understood as cultural norms and
observable social behaviour.

During the Ming Dynasty, zhongnong guisu and antu zhongqian were still
revered by the regime. The Ming Emperor Hongwu believed that ‘having enough
198
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crops and food was the most important way to govern the country 為國之道，以
足食為本’.202 In the 18th year of the Hungwu period (1385), Emperor Hongwu
described the following: “As it is said by everyone, farming and sericulture are the
cornerstone of having cloths and crops... During the period of the Emperors of the
ancient times, there were no civilians who were not engaged in farming in the
countryside; there were no women who were not engaged in silk reeling indoors.
[People] did not need to worry about flood and drought. Hunger and cold did not
exist. 人皆言農桑衣食之本......先王之世，野無不耕之民，室無不蠶之女，水
旱無虞，饑寒不至.”203 Likewise, in the 40th year of the Wanli period (1612),
Huian xian xuzhi 惠安縣續志 recorded a description written by Liu Xiang 劉向
(77- 6 BC): “[W]ith grain, the country can therefore be prosperous; men and
women can therefore be beautiful, manner and morality can therefore be carried
out; and thus the hearts of the people can be set 穀者，國家所以昌熾，士女所以
姣好，禮義所以行，而人心所以安也.”204

Regarding Fujian’s maritime societies in the late Ming period, first, pirates
were ‘criminals’ involved in killing and plundering. They were not included in the
four classes of persons or subjects (simin 四民) of the state. Similarly, pirates
were not related to the context of zhongnong guisu. Nevertheless, it is clear that
petty merchants and sailors had a defined identity under the four classes of
persons. Petty merchants involved in small scale transactions were classified as
merchants (shang 商). Sailors working on the vessels could be classified as
202
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artisans (gong 工). Neither the identity of farmers (nong 農) nor the behaviour of
zhongnong guisu were related to petty merchants and sailors. The identity of
fishermen, however, garners further academic discussion. In the 32nd year of the
Wanli period (1604), Tongan xian jinyu 同安縣禁諭, written by Wang Shide 王
世德, the district magistrate of Tongan, depicted the following: “Tongan, whose
back is surrounded by mountains, is near to the sea. People living in the
mountains are engaged in farming. People living near the sea are engaged in
fishing. Each group of people live in such a way to fulfil the responsibility of
paying taxes. People in the past said that farmers were the most hard-working
class within the four classes of persons. Although not competent and eloquent, I
nevertheless fervently believe that fishermen, having been excluded from the four
classes of persons, were even more hard-working... How about we classify
fishermen as farmers, who work at sunrise and rest at sunset? 同安負山帶海，山
居者耕，海居者漁，各任其職以供貢賦。昔謂四民之中農最勤苦，不佞獨謂
四民之外，漁苦尤甚......視耕食者出而作，入而息，何如？”205 From Tongan
xian jinyu, we can see that some of the fishermen were like farmers, in that they
produced food and paid taxes. Wang Shide compared the lifestyle and
responsibilities of farmers and fishermen. He indicated that fishermen were not
different from farmers, they should thus be included in the four classes of persons.
Wang Shide’s viewpoint was similar to the viewpoint that the seafaring population
‘regarded the sea as arable fields 以海為田’. This point of view was seen in court
opinions or other prohibitory edicts. For instance, prefectural judge Qi Biaojia
described in his court opinions that ‘the civilians of Putian regarded the sea as
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arable land 莆民以海爲田’206 and ‘the coastal population regarded the sea as
arable fields. [They] cultivated the razor clams in the sea to pay taxes, as they
have long practised 海濱之民以海爲田，種植蟶鮮，畫界課糧所從來矣’.207 In
the sixth year of the Chongzhen period (1633), Yuansi daofu gechu renchou
haishui jinyu 院司道府革除稔抽海稅禁諭 also described that ‘Fishermen
consider the sea as arable fields, and they fish at sea when the tide is high 漁民以
海為田，乘潮垂綸’.208 These descriptions established a relation between farming,
farmers and fishermen: what farming on land was to farmers, fishing at sea was to
fisherman. Therefore, fishermen should be classified as ‘farmers’ under the four
classes of persons.

Grain, however, was not a commodity according to the meaning of
zhongnong guisu, and farmers should only grow crops for self-sufficiency. Thus,
the identities of fishermen or farmers involved in seafood or crops trading were
difficult to define. From the fourth year of the Longqing period (1570) to the
second year of the Wanli period (1574), Ye Chunji 葉春及, the district magistrate
of Huian, wrote that people fishing in the coastal region of Chongwu 崇武 could
sell their fish to two places – Huian and Jinjiang 晉江. The salted fish could be
carried by boat and arrive at Xinghua 興化 and Zhangzhou 漳州, etc.209 In a
case of ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’, Qi Biaojia described that a fisherman called
You Duanhui was engaged in catching and selling fish, he then carried the fish by
vessel and sold them in Wenzhou.210 This example clearly showed that fishermen
206
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in Fujian could sell seafood to other districts or prefectures. At the same time,
fishermen could keep some of the seafood for self-consumption. Likewise, some
of the farmers grew their crops for sale, such as longan, litchi and tangerine. Min
bu shu 閩部疏 and Min shu 閩書 recorded that farmers living in the mountains
of Quanzhou grew longans for sale.211 Xinghua, Zhangzhou and Fuzhou offered
similar situations: the farmers in Xinghua sold litchis, whereas farmers in
Zhangzhou and Fuzhou sold tangerines.212 In short, zhongnong guisu mentioned
that farmers should only grow crops for self-consumption. Thus, the identity of
fishermen or farmers engaged in selling fish or crops could be difficult to define.
Whether they should be classified as farmers or merchants under the four classes
of persons was questionable. But one thing is sure, the existence of these two
groups of people did not resonate with the meaning of zhongnong guisu.

Regarding antu zhongqian, it is difficult to connect the maritime societies of
Fujian to the concept of agricultural development. However, maritime societies
were also ‘attached to a specific place for long-term settlement’.213 In terms of
time, petty merchants, fishermen and sailors usually spent several days or weeks
at sea. ‘Benfu yiqi moumie renming shi’ offered a typical example: Lin Long used
a fishing boat owned by Lin Fuwo and Kang Wanbao to fish at sea. Twenty people
were on the boat. They arrived at Shacheng and sold their fish three months later.
Immediately afterwards, when they returned home they carried the pigs’ waste
owned by Lu Si. Yet, on the fifteen day, pirates captured them on the open sea of
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Shacheng.214 Regarding the regions covered by petty merchants, fishermen and
sailors, they usually went to different districts of Fujian, Zhejiang and Guangdong.
For instance, in ‘Chayuan yijian shafu shi’, the fishermen You Duanhui sold his
fish in Wenzhou.215 In ‘Benfu yijian difang dabian shi 本府一件地方大變事’,
Huang Qichu 黄起楚 and Huang Kongnian 黄孔年 were fishing in Zhejiang,216
while in ‘Yiqi renming shi 一起人命事’, Wang Jingxing 王敬興 traded in
Zhejiang.217 Some of the fishermen and petty merchants were also involved in
fishing and trading in Shacheng, which was located along the border of Funing
sub-prefecture and Zhejiang. In ‘Benfu yiqi renwo shi 本府一起人倭事’, You
Mingjiang 尤明江, a petty merchant of Quanzhou, was involved in selling
bamboo in Shacheng.218 Likewise, in ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’, Zhang
Chongxi, a petty merchant of Xinhua, was involved in selling grain in
Shacheng.219 In ‘Sidao yijian shafu shi 司道一件殺父事’, Chen Bangxin 陳邦
信, Ou Xishun 游希舜, Chenhui 陳輝 were also fishing in Shacheng.220
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Figure 2. The Map of Funing Sub-prefecture in the Ming period. From
Fujiansheng Difangzhi Bianzuan weiyuanhui 福建省地方志編纂委員會, ed.,
Fujian lishi ditu ji 福建歷史地圖集 (Fuzhou: Fujian sheng ditu chubanshe), p.
46.

Moreover, regarding the areas plundered by pirates, the maritime societies of
Fujian not only travelled to the North to engage in fishing and trading in Zhejiang,
but also to the South, towards the border between Fujian and Guangdong.
Tongshan 銅山 and Zhaoan 詔安 were good illustrations of these situations, as
they were located along the border between Zhangzhou and Guangzhou, and were
always plundered by pirates. Some of the pirates also sold their stolen properties
in these places. In ‘Yiqi shaoluo yuzeidi shaguanbing shi 一起哨邏遇賊敵殺官
兵事’, the pirates Cai Binshan 蔡濱山, Yang Qin 楊勤, Lang Er 朗二 and
Yi Zhu 一珠 committed robbery in Tongshan.221 In ‘Yiqi nahuo haijie zhenzang
zhendao shi 一起拏獲海劫真贜真盗事’, the pirate Tang San 湯三 sold the
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stolen properties (i.e., indigo dye) in Tongshan. 222 In ‘Yiqi haiyang gongzei
shashang shaobing shi 一起海洋攻賊殺傷哨兵事’, Cai Tan 蔡灘 and 130
long-standing tremendous bandits (jinian jukou 積年巨寇) were arrested by
solders in Zhaoan.223 Pirates who committed robbery in different districts located
at the limit between two prefectures could try to escape from the local government.
At the same time, pirates always attacked districts located at the limit between two
prefectures. This situation showed that economic activities flourished at the border
between Fujian and Guangdong and at the border between Fujian and Zhejiang.
Petty merchants and seafarers also engaged in small scale transactions and fishing
along the coast of Fujian. This situation can also be analysed in relation to areas
plundered by pirates. In ‘Yiqi shaohuo haiyang qiangzei shi 一起哨獲海洋强賊
事’, Chen Xinglang 陳興郎 robbed the merchants’ vessel at the Eastern area of
Dongsha 東沙, Fuzhou.224 In ‘Yiqi nahuo haiyang jiezei shi 一起拿獲海洋劫賊
事’, Huangwu 黃五 robbed the indigo dye carried by a vessel in Nanlie Yu 南烈
嶼, located in the Southern area of Quanzhou.225 In ‘Yiqi haiyang qiangdao shi
一起海洋强盗事’, Weng Woteng 翁我騰 committed robbery in Guanao 官澚,
located in Quanzhou.226 Also, in ‘Yiqi haiyang jiesha xianhuo zeifan shi 一起海
洋劫殺現獲賊犯事’, Shi Juner 石菌二 robbed a fishing vessel in Wuqiu 烏坵,
located in the Southeastern area of Xinghua.227 Although maritime societies were
not directly linked with agricultural production, they often stayed in Fujian. Petty
merchants and seafarers usually travelled to different districts and prefectures
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within Fujian. Regarding the habit of settling in a specific place for a long time,
petty merchants and seafarers could thus be categorised as the group that fitted the
cultural value of antu zhongqian.

Figure 3. The Map of Xinghua Prefecture, Quanzhou Prefecture and Zhangzhou
Prefecture. From Fujiansheng Difangzhi Bianzuan weiyuanhui 福建省地方志編
纂委員會, ed., Fujian lishi ditu ji 福建歷史地圖集 (Fuzhou: Fujian sheng ditu
chubanshe), p. 47.
To conclude, the natural limitations posed to cultivation in Fujian forced
coastal dwellers ‘to live on the sea 以海為生’ and ‘catch fish and shrimps 採捕
魚蝦’.228 Therefore, maritime societies could be seen and labelled as the opposite
of traditional cultural values – zhongnong guisu and antu zhongqian. Nevertheless,
the departure time and the areas travelled by the societies showed that petty
merchants and seafarers carried the cultural values of antu zhongqian. The living
habit of maritime societies further revealed that antu zhongqian was not definitely
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related to agriculture. Moreover, while fishermen could be categorised as farmers
under the four classes of persons, pirates were categorised as criminals and did not
belong to the four classes of persons. The pirates’ behaviour (plundering, robbing
and killing) did not carry the aforementioned cultural habits. In short, except
pirates, the maritime societies of Fujian possessed a particular set of Chinese
cultural values and living habits.

4.2 ‘Being Captured’ and ‘Being Captured and Transformed into Pirates’: The
Changing Identities within Maritime Societies of Southeast Fujian

Merchants and seafarers of Fujian were classified into the four classes of
persons. Their living habits also resonated with cultural values. The identities and
behaviour of maritime societies, however, were not absolutely fixed or unchanged.
Seafarers that included fishermen and sailors who transformed into pirates usually
existed in Fujian. Pirates sometimes robbed and captured petty merchants,
fishermen and sailors when they travelled and worked at sea. Generally, seafarers
who ‘used to work at sea for a long time’ were captured and transformed into
pirates. 229 These identity changes signified that the social status of seafarers
shifted from a classification as honourable persons (aka the normal social class or
respectable commoners, liangmin) to a classification as criminals. This section
explores how local officials defined the differences between being captured (beilu
被擄) and being captured and transformed into pirates (beilu weizei 被擄為賊).
To examine how local officials managed and comprehended such a phenomenon,
this chapter simultaneously investigates the social backgrounds of seafarers and
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the reasons that led to identity changes between maritime societies.

First, ‘being captured’ explicitly differed from ‘being captured and
transformed into pirates’. Three pieces of evidence helped decide whether pirates
captured a person, namely having a ransom demand and a case (youpiao youan
有票有案) and having a ransom demand and a guarantor (youpiao youbao 有票
有保 or youpiao youjie 有票有結). (1) The captive’s family should receive a
ransom demand from pirates and report it to local officials. (2) Honourable
persons living in coastal regions and engaged in maritime activities should belong
to the anchorage group (aojia) and be guaranteed by the said group. The captive
should thus show proof of a relation to an anchorage group, a ransom demand and
a case heard by local officials (the three pieces of evidence).

Moreover, the judges needed to differentiate between ‘being captured by
pirates’ and ‘transformed into pirates’. According to ‘Yuandao yijian qinhuo
haiyang qiangkou shi 院 道 一 件 擒 獲 海 洋 強 寇 事 ’, the prefectural judge
considered six criteria when judging the accused: (After being captured by pirates)
(1) whether the accused named himself as ‘Lao 老’, the appellation of the pirate
leader; (2) whether the accused received weapons like knives or sticks from the
pirates; (3) whether the accused was imprisoned or able to walk freely in the
vessel; (4) the duration of the stay of the accused with the pirates; (5) whether the
accused attempted to escape and assisted the military soldiers to fight the pirates;
(6) whether the accused committed forcible robbery and resisted arrest. In short,
the judges were concerned about the accused’s social background and possible
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practice of piracy. 230 In other words, these considerations (or situations)
differentiated ‘being captured’ from ‘being captured and transformed into pirates’.
The accused then received different penalties according to these six considerations.
For instance, ‘Fenshoudao yiqi qinhuo haiyang qiangzei shi 分守道一起擒獲海
洋强賊事’ described how prefectural judge Qi Biaojia judged the arrested pirates
Ruan Shengzai 阮生仔, Hong Bingzai 洪丙仔, Chen Zuojian 陳作堅 and Chen
Qing 陳卿 differently according to their specific social background and actual
practice of piracy:231

(1) ‘Ruan Shengzai’ was born a fierce man and had a habit of committing
robberies. Among the pirates, there was a position called Shangmeng Lao 上
猛老, who was in charge of taking lives. [This position] referred to none
other than Shengzai. Although the captured did not see him committed
murder in person, his crime was to give orders to kill or to capture. Not only
did all those being captured identify him, even the capturing of Hong Bingzai
was carried out by Shengzai. After the three rounds of trial, all the facts were
verified. Should there be any doubts when the sentence of decapitation was
given to [him]?

﹙阮生仔﹚生而頑兇，習於剽掠。賊中有上猛老耑主殺人，生仔是也。
即被擄，未見其殺戮，而劫人，擄人，罪不在手刃下令。不但羣被擄指
摘，即洪丙仔之擄，亦屬生仔本犯。三審既真，一斬何説？

(2) ‘Hong Bingzai’ had a ransom demand and a filed case, and [he] used to
be an honourable person. He went to sea to fish with a gang of thirteen
people, four of which were captured. The pirates kept them as hostages and
demanded ransom [from the families].”

（洪丙仔）有票有案，初屬良民，同夥十三人以捕魚出海，有四人被賊
擄，蓋留質以打票。
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(3) ‘Chen Zuojian’ had a ransom demand and a guarantor, [and he] was
initially a sailor. [He] went to sea with a gang of eleven people to transport fir.
One of the boats met waves and returned because the fir was lost. Three
people were captured, the other two were on the other pirates’ vessel. The
ship owner Wu Zhiyou arrived at Fujian first, Zuojian stayed with the pirates
for a month.

（陳作堅）有票有保，原爲水梢，同夥十一人以載杉出海。其一舟遇水
濤，因杉失而駕回。被擄三人，尚二人另一贼舟。其船家吴致猷先之福
郡，作堅計一月留於賊中。

(4) ‘Chen Qing’ had a ransom demand and a guarantor, and he was not a
rebel. He was accompanied by a gang of twenty-two people and went out to
sea to catch fish. There were five pirates on his vessel.

（陳卿）有票有結亦非逆黨，同夥廿二人以捕魚出海，有五賊坐其船。

‘Fenshoudao yiqi qinhuo haiyang qiangzei shi 分守道一起擒獲海洋强賊
事’ showed that the prefectural judge considered the social backgrounds and
actions of the accused in accordance with the three pieces of evidence and the six
considerations: Hong Bingzai, Chen Zuojian and Chen Qing ‘had a ransom
demand and a filed case’ or ‘had a ransom demand and a guarantor’. Therefore,
they originally belonged to the honourable person group, not the pirates.
Furthermore, the court opinion mentioned the duration of the stay of Chen
Zuojian and Chen Qing with the pirates. Chen Zuojian ‘stayed in the pirate group
for a month’, while Chen Qing ‘stayed in the pirate group for only ten days’.
However, the actions of the accused determined the severity of the judgments.
For instance, Ruan Shengzai was captured by pirates and became the kidnapper.
Even though Ruan did not kill people, he was punished by decapitation in
accordance with the code titled ‘forcible robbery’. The situations of Hong Bingzai
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and Chen Zuojian differed from Ruan’s. Hong, named as Lao yet not the leader of
the pirates, did not receive goods from the pirate group. Chen, the sailor of the
pirates’ vessel, led the vessel to the military soldiers and begged for mercy. Hong
Bingzai and Chen Zuojian were thus punished by exile instead of decapitation. As
for Chen Qing, the court opinion did not specify the punishment he received. As
the prefectural judge ‘condoned Chen and his fellows 同伙俱開三面’,232 Chen
should not be punished by decapitation. These four pirates were all classified as
‘being captured and transformed into pirates’. These cases indicated that
punishments varied according to the social backgrounds and actions of the
accused.

In the case of ‘Sidao yijian xunhuo chuanzhi shi 司道一件巡獲船隻事’,233
the prefectural judge also considered the duration of the stay of the accused in the
pirate group, how the accused was treated in the pirates’ vessel and whether the
accused tried to escape from the pirates. An accused named Cai Yuanpan 蔡元攀
was captured by the pirate leader Wang Shenlao 王申老. One day, Cai and
another pirate Guo Qi 郭七 went to the mountain to fetch water. However, Cai
did not try to escape from the pirate or seek help from the military soldiers. The
prefectural judge thus decided that Cai was willing to become a pirate. The court
opinion also noted the duration of the accused’s stay in the pirate group and the
position of the accused during his stay in the pirates’ vessel:

Huang Ruitai 黄瑞台 and Chen Yuan 陳元 were captured, they stayed in
the pirates’ vessel for only two days calculated from the date of the
twenty-first. Lin Rixuan 林日選 and Cai Yuanpan 蔡元攀 were captured,
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they stayed in the pirates’ vessel for three days calculated from the date of
the twentieth. Liu Kui 劉夔 was accompanied with seven fishermen. Kui
was captured and stayed in the pirates’ vessel for five days calculated from
the date of the eighteenth. As for Wu Yaofan 吴耀煩 and Liu Zongzhe 柳
宗著, they were captured on the second day of the month. Lin Rimin 林日敏,
Lin Zuowei 林佐尾 and Cai Tingzan 蔡廷贊 were captured on the fourth
day of the month. (They) all stayed in the pirates’ vessel for a longer period,
but were chained to the cabin or locked at the stern.

黄瑞台同陳元被擄，以二十一晚計，在賊船倶止二日。林日選同蔡元攀
被擄，以二十晚計，在賊船三日。劉夔同捕魚者七人，而夔之被擄者以
十八日計，在賊船五日。至於吴耀煩、蔡廷贊被擄以初二日，林日敏、
林佐尾、柳宗著被擄以初四日，在賊船不無稍久，而或釘於船艙，或禁
於船尾.”234

The court opinion demonstrated that the judge sentenced the accused
following the six considerations previously mentioned. ‘Being captured’ was
explicitly distinct from ‘being captured and transformed into pirates’.
Punishments varied according to the actions and social backgrounds of the
accused. The judgments pronounced in these cases highlighted that ‘the
judgments of “being captured (by pirates)” and “(transformed into pirates) and
engaged in piracy” could be extremely similar or different 被擄與爲盗有毫釐千
里之判’.235

In terms of law, the varying degrees of penalties corresponded to the
principles of justice. Traditionally, justice was defined as the maintenance or
restoration of a balance or proportion, 236 whose leading precept could be
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summarised as ‘treat like cases alike’ and ‘treat unlike cases differently’. 237
Which situations (or cases) ‘should be treated as the same kind’? What differences
‘held significant meanings’? 238 The context of similarities and differences
between cases should be further defined. As judges took into account the three
pieces of evidence and the six considerations to judge the accused, the context of
differences between ‘being captured’ and ‘being captured and transformed into
pirates’ was defined by these three pieces of evidence and six considerations.
Once the context was established, the judges could judge the similarities and
differences that would significantly influence punishments for the different
accused. The three pieces of evidence, which meant that an accused belonged to
an anchorage group, received a ransom demand and had a case heard by local
officials, were linked to an individual’s social status. Coastal dwellers belonged to
the anchorage group, like civilians belonged to the administrative community.
Generally, the Ming regime identified as ‘honourable persons’ households
registered under the group or the community. They were regarded as rightful
members of the state apparatus. 239 Therefore, the accused belonged to the
anchorage group and was originally identified as an ‘honourable person’. In
addition, the six considerations defined the different intentions and actions of the
accused when they were captured by pirates. Regarding their nature, the six
considerations were divided into two categories: (1) the accused was or was not
willing to become a pirate, and (2) the accused was or was not involved in the
practices of piracy. The considerations regarding whether the accused tried to
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escape from the pirates and whether the accused named himself as ‘Lao’,
belonged to the first category. Conversely, the considerations regarding whether
the accused was involved in pillage and whether the accused resisted arrest,
belonged to the second category. Finally, the considerations regarding how the
pirates treated the accused, the duration of the accused’s stay in the pirate’ vessel
and whether the accused received weapons from the pirates, belonged to both
categories. These considerations were especially important for judicial reasoning.

In short, the principle of sentencing depended on the three pieces of evidence
and the six considerations. The degree of punishments was contingent on the
threat posed by the accused to the Ming regime. The accused originally registered
under the anchorage groups and who were not involved in pillage, were usually
punished by exile instead of decapitation. In contrast, those who did not belong to
the anchorage groups (aka the rebels) and were involved in pillage, were
commonly punished by decapitation. The three pieces of evidence and the six
considerations thus defined how local officials were to sentence the accused and
give them different penalties. The principles of ‘justice’ applied to the judiciary
were to maintain local security and ensure the absoluteness of the regime’s
authority.

Second, concerning the background of the accused captured by pirates,
‘Fenshoudao yiqi qinhuo haiyang qiangzei shi’ described that Hong Bingzai and
Chen Qing were formerly fishermen. They were fishing at sea with 13 and 22
partners, respectively, before pirates captured them. The court opinion also
indicated that Chen Zuojian, formerly a sailor, carried firs with 11 partners, before
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his capturing by the pirates.240 ‘Yiqi gongqin haiyang jukou shi 一起攻擒海洋巨
寇事’ illustrated a similar situation to the previous case. Zhang Chun Lao 張春老,
who became a pirate after being captured, originally transported firs by sea
accompanied by 10 partners. Pirate leader Li Liu Lao 李六老 killed seven
people. The pirates also captured Zhang Chun 張春 (who named himself as Lao
afterwards), Chen Er 陳二 and Wang Er 王二.241 The coastal dwellers captured
and transformed into pirates were usually seafarers who used to work at sea for a
long time, like fishermen and sailors. ‘Fenshoudao Yijian fuming shi’ offered a
typical example of this situation. The case differed from the previous cases insofar
as the pirates did not demand a ransom to the families of the captive seafarers
Ceng Yuanji and Liu Maoying. The judge speculated that Ceng and Liu ‘used to
work at sea for a long time 慣海長年’ and thus ‘the pirates could put their talents
into good use 賊或欲用之’.242 Similarly, the court opinion on ‘Chayuan yijian
liuming shi’ highlighted that ‘those murdered were meant to be killed, those kept
were meant to be used, which was common among pirates’. 243 This showed that
the identities and behaviour of the maritime societies were undergoing a
transformation, when the captive fisherman and sailors transformed into pirates.
Nevertheless, this situation of captive fishermen and sailors turning into pirates
represented only a one-way flow of identity changes. It is unlikely that situations
in which pirates transformed into fishermen and petty merchants, or in which
captive petty merchants became pirates were recorded. Fishermen, sailors and
pirates were all maritime societies, thus the fishermen and sailors who were
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captured and transformed into pirates were experiencing an identity change within
the societies. Nevertheless, once the fishermen and sailors became pirates, their
identities changed from honourable persons to criminals who threatened local
security. Whether the captives who shifted from honourable persons to criminals
should be categorised and differentiated according to the three pieces of evidence
and the six considerations was another issue. In fact, when using the three pieces
of evidence and the six considerations, the judges considered both the original
identities of the civilians and their behaviour after their captivity and finalised
their judgement accordingly. For example, according to ‘Fenshoudao Yiqi qinhuo
Haiyang qiangzei shi’, Ruan Shengzai was first captured by pirates, then local
officials arrested him as a pirate, finally the judge ordered his decapitation.244 In
other words, once the criminal was arrested and convicted, not only his identity
changed within maritime societies, he himself also changed from an honourable
person to a criminal who threatened local security and should be harshly
punished.

In contrast, although those captured and transformed into pirates were mostly
fishermen and sailors, some of them came from different backgrounds. For
instance, according to ‘Yiqi zhuihuo jiesha juzei shi 一起追獲劫殺劇賊事’,
pirate Cai Qi 蔡奇 was originally a dismissed soldier.245 According to ‘Sidao
Yijian shafu shi 司道一件殺父事’, Xu Hui 許會 was a pirate who initially
worked as a domestic servant and only joined pirate Zhang Fei Lao 張飛老 after
being banished. 246 In Fuzhou prefecture, there were also cases where some
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doctors became pirates. According to ‘Yiqi yangzhang tianwei dapo jukou qinjie
gongji shi 一起仰仗天威大破巨寇擒解功級事’, Lin Lusan 林祿三 ‘joined the
pirates as a good doctor 善醫投賊’.247 It is noteworthy that fishermen and sailors
were captured and transformed into pirates, while Cai Qi, Xu Hui and Lin Lusan
joined the pirates voluntarily. The former were forced to do so, the latter joined
the pirates on their own initiative. It can be seen that fishermen and sailors were
the main target of pirates to be captured and exploited. On the one hand, it showed
their qualifications for becoming pirates, such as their seamanship and their
familiarity with seaways, trade routes and locations of islands and branching
streams, which would prove useful during capturing operations.248 On the other
hand, it highlighted the similarities of lifestyles and earning capacities between
pirates and fishermen and sailors.

Furthermore, when considering the transformations of identities and
behaviour of maritime societies, namely the reasons why fishermen and sailors
transformed into pirates, Tan Lun, the grand coordinator of Fujian, described
Fujian in Shanhou liushi shu 善後六事疏 as a place where ‘civilians were
impoverished and where pirates grew rapidly 民貧而盜愈起’.249 An analysis of
social backgrounds showed that sailors were mainly impoverished coastal
dwellers, jobless vagrants and poor farmers and handicraftsmen.250 During the
late Ming period, Zhang Xie 張燮 (1574-1640) reported the following: “The
thorough salinisation of the crop fields of the coastal area left farmers with
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nothing to harvest by the end of the year. [The coastal dwellers] had no choice but
gradually developed the habit of viewing the deep sea as the gentle hills. The rich
who went out for trade could bring abundant food from afar. The poor worked as
their servants, and could earn enough salary to feed themselves. 顧海濱一帶，田
盡斥鹵，耕者無所望歲，只有視淵若陵，久成習慣，富家征貨，固得稛載歸
來，貧者為傭，亦博升米自給.”251 Gu Yanwu also wrote the following: “The
merchants all came from Zhangzhou and Quanzhou, and would have to apply to
circuits and prefectures for the right to do business. All were coastal civilians.
Those who were rich offered goods, those who were poor offered their strengths.
They traded to make money. But they did it for too long, [thus] problems
accumulated and grew. They transformed into pirates for quite a while. 航海商販
盡由漳泉止于道府，告給引文為據，此皆沿海居民，富者出貨，貧者出力，
懋遷居利，積久弊滋，緣為奸盜者已非一日.”252 Thus, becoming pirates was a
way to earn a fortune.

Zong Chen

宗 臣

(1525-1560), the vice

education-intendant censor of Fujian, described in Bao zi yu 報子與 that as
Fujian pirates and merchants in fishing industries ‘did not go fishing or do
business, nor did they bother to make efforts or spend a single dime. Machetes at
hand and a couple of miles’ walk would easily offer them tons of gold and
beautiful women, leaving them complacent. 不漁不商，不勞不費，持大刀走數
十里，便可得黃金數斤，狎美婦人數十，揚揚而去’.253 From the perspective of
fishermen and sailors, once captured they faced a dilemma, trapped between the
devil and the deep blue sea. For example, ‘Yiqi sujiao haizei yidu luanmeng shi
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一起速剿海賊以杜亂萌事’ described that 5 or 6 times out of 10, the captives
transformed into pirates. Should these people drifting among the tempestuous
waves take one step forward and transformed into pirates, they would be
sentenced to death by law. Should they take one step back and remain the
honourable persons that they were, they would be murdered by pirates. While the
judgment of law was a potential future issue, the present situation with the pirates
was far more dangerous, thus they had no choice but to change their identities and
become pirates to live another day. Therefore, the captives truly deserved
sympathy.254

In ‘Yiqi junwu shi 一件軍務事 ’, Wang Kangyao, the former general
surveillance circuit of Funing described the captive as someone who feared both
pirates and judicial officials.255 In ‘Yiqi wei qinhuo qiangzei shi 一起為擒獲強
賊事’, he also wrote that ‘the coastal dwellers of the eight prefectures of Fujian
were unable to have a decent death. 八閩瀕海生靈之不得死所也’.

256

In this

situation, they were ‘either slaughtered upon the arrival of pirates or sentenced to
death due to false accusations after leaving the pirates. Both cases ended with
death, and in both cases [they] died without a burial place. 寇至則以殺戮死於寇，
寇退則以誣扳而死於法，等死也，亦等不得死所也’.257 Moreover, the Ming
codes did not possess a rule of ‘presumption of innocence’. If the evidence for the
accused’s innocence was insufficient and nobody was willing to vouch for the
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accused, then s/he would be imprisoned indefinitely. 258 In ‘Yuandao Yijian
qinhuo haiyang qiangkou shi 一件擒獲海洋强寇事 ’, prefectural judge Qi
Biaojia pointed out that even those being captured were seized by the military
soldiers, they still needed to be kept in custody and waited for their judgments in
prison. During their time in custody, they would lose their occupation and income
and even have to satisfy the runners’ (yayi 衙役) various demands. Therefore, the
captives who ‘were captured by pirates might, with luck, clean their name, but
still had to be kept in custody 被賊而俘，倖然怡雪，猶且羈留待讞’.
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released, their skin and flesh were brutally hurt, while their families were already
broken and ruined.260 In general, becoming pirates to commit robberies offered
maritime societies a way to gain wealth. In the meantime, whether transformed
into pirates or not, those who were captured faced serious consequences.

Thus, regarding maritime societies and social backgrounds, three features
could be summarised. First, seafarers were mostly impoverished coastal dwellers.
Second, fishermen and sailors’ risk of being captured was high. Third, even if the
captives never became pirates, when seized by military soldiers, they were kept in
custody and waited for their judgments, living in terrifying conditions with
nothing to keep them alive. In fact, coastal dwellers in Fujian faced even greater
risk and predicament. The ‘infertile and poorly populated 地瘠民稠’
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already ‘could not afford the year’s expenses with the year’s harvest 一歲之入不
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足以供一歲之用’.262 When there was not enough food, local bullies and their
intermediaries brought in outsider merchants and raised the prices of crops,
making Putian a place where ‘the poor could not find food anywhere, miserable
yet not knowing how to remedy the situation. 貧民升合難覓，人心惶惶，莫知
所措’.263

In short, the social backgrounds and living conditions of maritime societies
provided a reasonable explanation for the change within societies. This
transformation was a representation of how fishermen and sailors dealt with local
surveillance. First, in relation to pirates, as fishermen and sailors were familiar
with the sea, they were the main target for capturing, because they possessed the
necessary skills to go to sea, thus the ideal qualifications and specialties to be
pirates. Second, regarding fishermen and sailors, they faced two dire
consequences if they refused to join the pirates: either being murdered or
imprisoned in the vessel.

There were two ways to join the pirates. Either they were forced to
participate in robberies or they joined voluntarily. Those forced to join and those
who joined initiatively received different treatments. The former were restricted
from acting freely and were chained to the cabin or locked at the stern of the
vessel. The latter were regarded as partners by the pirates, thus they were better
treated. For instance, referring to the group who joined the pirates to ‘entertain the
minds of being the powerful pirates 快群雄之意’, Chen Xing 陳興 in ‘Yiqi
qinhuo haiyang dahuo zeidang shi 一起擒獲海洋大夥賊黨事’ initiatively joined
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the pirates and ‘lived together with the pirates in the vessel, building deep
relationships 與諸賊卧起舟中，情深意密’. 264 When local officials captured
those who joined the pirates, they faced two consequences. Generally, those who
initiatively joined were beheaded if ‘forcible robbery was committed and goods
were taken’ (Qiangdao decai 強盜得財), or were charged of plotting treason and
received decapitation-behead (aka head exposed). While those who were forced to
join the pirates might avoid decapitation; they would still be punished, like the
examples of Hong Bingzai and Chen Zuojian who were punished by exile instead
of decapitation. Finally, the captives who refused to join the pirates were kept in
custody and waited for their judgments, simultaneously losing their career and
income for a certain period of time. In general, fishermen and sailors incurred a
higher risk of being captured when going out to sea, also increasing their chances
of becoming pirates. Yet, whether fishermen and sailors became pirates did not
make much differences when captured, as both faced severe punishments.
Nevertheless, those who were captured incurred the risk of being murdered in a
different time sequence. That is to say, the captive fishermen or sailors who
refused to become pirates incurred the immediate risk of being murdered by the
pirates. While the risk of death for those captured and transformed into pirates
only appeared after being captured.

Considering that most sailors were impoverished coastal dwellers who
struggled to make a living, joining the pirates was a way for fishermen and sailors
to make a living and earn their bread. Thus, in a situation in which ‘moving along
would risk death sentences by law, taking a step back would risk being murdered
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by pirates 進則懼死於法也，退則懼死於賊也’,265 fishermen and sailors had no
choice but to be transformed into pirates to save their own lives. Plus, whether
they joined the pirates or not, once soldiers seized the captives, they all faced
judgments and punishments. These severe consequences were the catalyst for
fishermen and sailors to become pirates. In other words, the more severe the
punishments for those transformed into pirates, the less concerns for fishermen
and sailors. Therefore, a stricter legal system led to a much worse piracy situation.

Regarding the approaches and mind-sets of local officials dealing with cases
of captive fishermen and sailors, prefectural judges considered both the Fujian
maritime societies and the pirates as the same. For example, Qi Biaojia depicted
that ‘instead of hating pirates, costal civilians worshipped them; instead of
resisting pirates, the generals guarding the sea colluded with them. These were the
reasons why the situations in Fujian were deteriorating. 海濱之民，不恨賊而德
賊，海上之將，不拒賊而通賊，此閩事之所以壞也’.266 Nevertheless, when actual
judgments were made, local officials tended to sympathise with those who were
captured. In ‘Yiqi feibao qinhuo dahuo zeichuan shi 一起飛報擒獲大夥賊船事’,
for example, the prefectural judge reported that ‘most pirates were former
abductees, and these situations could all be forgiven. Now that there were
hundreds of pirates threatening a few ignorant civilians, this situation called for
much more sympathy 惟是大抵被擄，倶屬可原，而今以數百大盗，脅從零星
蚩 民 ， 益 屬 可 憫 .’ 267 Additionally, local officials pronounced different
punishments according to the behaviour of those captured and transformed into
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pirates. Both ‘Fenshoudao Yiqi qinhuo haiyang qiangzeishi’ and ‘Yiqi jihuo
jiaozei jiezhenzangshi 一起缉獲狡賊劫真贓事’ reflected that local officials
treated the accused accordingly. In ‘Yiqi jihuo jiaozei jiezhenzang shi’, nine
pirates were captured. The prefectural judge considered decapitating the accused
Li Zhimao 李志茂 as his crimes were more severe than the others’, while the
eight others were handled according to their own circumstances. 268 Indeed, ‘if
decapitation of one man would spare the others, then, would sentiments and the
law not harm each other? 今若斬一首以寬其餘，倘亦於情法兩無礙乎？’269
When making their decision, local officials also considered the effect of their
judgments on the family of the accused. Therefore, prefectural judge Qi Biaojia
mentioned that ‘although there were only nine lives involved, [if you] consider the
family of these nine people and their lives and deaths, there were not merely
ninety lives involved. 是現在雖九命，而即有九命之父子妻孥，生死愉戚之所
關，不啻九十命也’.270

Apart from the abovementioned examples, ‘Yiqi feibao qinhuo dahuo
zeichuan shi 一起飛報擒獲海洋賊船事’271 and ‘Yiqi qinhuo jiezei jiezang shi
一起擒獲劫賊劫贓事’272 explicitly indicated that local officials made different
judgments according to the conduct of the pirates. In ‘Yiqi feibao qinhuo dahuo
zeichuan shi’, Wang Kangyao pointed out the fact that Yang Meidi 楊妹弟, You
Yangzai 揚仔 and Wang Sanzai 王三仔, who were captured, were transformed
into pirates for ‘only a few months 僅數月耳’, ‘only travelled with the pirates as
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helpers 只以翼賊同行’ and ‘no stolen goods were found on them 未見贓獲’.
Moreover, while those transformed into pirates normally obeyed the pirates, the
three criminals Yang, You and Wang disobeyed orders and attempted to escape.
Indeed, ‘they should be assimilated and obedient given their difficult
circumstances. Instead, could they stood up against the pirates and attempted to
escape? 謂其與鮑俱化，然旣入虎狼之穴，自當唯命是聽，而能 命以逃乎’.
Thus, Wang Kangyao, the judge, thought that these three criminals ‘should be
treated lightly according to the regulation of no robbery possessions 宜寬一面，
擬以已行未得財之律’.273 Nevertheless, in ‘Yiqi qinhuo jiezei jiezang shi’, Wu
Xiu 吳秀 ‘was initially captured by and his heart went with the pirates, moreover,
he occasionally ran away with stolen goods 始以被擄而其心從賊，繼以乘間而
負贓私逃’. Although Wu Xiu was only a servant on the pirates’ vessel and never
took part in robberies, he stole from the pirates’ silver and ran away with the
stolen goods. Therefore, Wang punished him according to the code titled ‘the
harborers of thieves and robbers’ (daozei wozhu 盜賊窩主).274 In short, we can
conclude that when local officials judged an accused, they took into consideration
the accused’s background, circumstances and the situation of his family. However,
the actions of the accused during their captivity was the most important concern
when local officials announced their judgments. This means that local officials
considered the accused’s backgrounds and circumstances, which equated to
considering the accused’s various sentiments when making up their minds.

To conclude, considering together the perspective of the principles of
judgments adopted by local officials, the activities and disputes of the maritime
273
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societies and the content of local administrative system, three phenomena can
summarise the reasons why maritime societies were captured and transformed into
pirates. First, the rule of the anchorage group (aoli) dealt with situations in which
fishermen and sailors were captured and transformed into pirates. The rule failed
to reduce the seafarers’ risk of being captured by pirates. It also failed to mitigate
the situations in which seafarers could transform into pirates. This phenomenon
shows that the principle function of the rule was not to reduce the seafarers’ risk
of abduction, but to appease the seafarers’ families. Second, the identities of petty
merchants, fishermen and sailors did not change arbitrarily. These three groups of
people were all included in the four classes of persons. They were also honourable
persons of the states as they were registered under the anchorage group or the
administrative community. Indeed, the seafaring population was not criminal in
the first place. Fishermen and sailors being captured and then their transformation
of being pirates represented only one side of the identity change. When captive
fishermen or sailors became pirates, they also became criminals of the state and
were no longer involved in the four classes of persons. Third, local officials also
adopted the three principles of law, ritual propriety and sentiment to settle the
cases of maritime societies being captured and transformed into pirates. However,
the primary consideration of local officials making judgments was to maintain
local security. This consideration resulted in officials usually judging pirates
mainly with the principle of law, before applying the principle of sentiment and
ritual propriety. Most pirates received severe punishments. This phenomenon
resonates with the conclusions drawn in Chapters 2 and 3 – the aim of local
officials settling disputes between maritime societies and the purpose of setting up
the anchorage group both served to prevent piracy and to maintain local stability
and security.
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CONCLUSION

By examining the phenomena related to maritime societies through the lens
of judicial casebooks, we can see that pirates originating from Fujian were still a
troubling issue during the late Ming period, despite the partial rescinding of the
prohibition of overseas trade. This phenomenon is different to traditional
discourses on the late Ming period. The court opinions and other historical
materials cited above show that pirates repeatedly robbed and killed petty
merchants and seafarers, while some seafarers also became pirates after being
captured. Such a vicious cycle made the pirate issue in the Southeast coastal area of
Fujian complicated to settle down. Two main reasons helped constitute this cycle,
the cultural habits of maritime societies and the Ming regime’s governance and
management of these societies. These two reasons were interconnected. Thus, the
analysis of the relations between these reasons provides a means to investigate the
maritime societies’ activities in Fujian, their identities and the governance model
and rationale adopted by Fujian’s local officials.

In the 21st year of the Wanli period (1593), Xu Fuyuan, the grand coordinator
of Fujian, commented in Shutong haijin shu on the issues related to the prohibition
of overseas trade, the partial rescinding of the prohibition, Fujian pirates and petty
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merchants’ private trade and how these issues are related.275 According to Shutong
haijin shu, the prohibition on overseas trade was the main reason why coastal
dwellers became pirates and engaged in unofficial trade. The coastal areas of
Southeast Fujian suffered from soil depletion. Thus, coastal dwellers mainly earned
their livelihood through offshore work and maritime activities. After the ban on
overseas trade, coastal dwellers struggled to make a living. They began to engage
in unofficial trade and to connect to wokou. Some of the seafaring population even
became pirates, which endangered the local security of coastal areas.

After the partial repealing of the prohibition of overseas trade during the
Longqing period, coastal dwellers resumed their overseas trade, thereby ensuring
their livelihoods. They were able to sell their products to other countries (except
Japan), for instance, Jiaozhi 交 趾 and Lusong 呂 宋 .
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Based on Xu’s

description, the relationship between the prohibition of overseas trade and coastal
dwellers becoming pirates or being involved in private trade was a
cause-and-effect relationship. The prohibition was the cause, while the coastal
dwellers’ misconduct was the effect. The partial rescinding of the prohibition
offered coastal dwellers a legal means to earn a living. Thus, they abandoned their
attempts to become pirates, resulting in a positive effect on local security and
stability. Officials who supported the implementation of the policy to end the
prohibition of overseas trade used this cause-and-effect relationship as their main
argument. Two pieces of evidence substantiated this argument. For instance, Tang
Shu 唐樞 mentioned that ‘the stringent prohibition of overseas trade [caused] a
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strong increase in [the number of] pirate groups’,277 and Zheng Ruoceng noted that
‘when the market is open, pirates then become merchants. When the market is close,
merchants turn into pirates’.

278

This causal relationship is consistent with the findings of current academic
studies. Compared with the intense debate on wokou during the Jiajing period,
commenting on the issues related to petty pirates and wokou during the late Ming
period, most academics argue that wokou were almost eliminated. They also
emphasise that the partial lifting of the prohibition of overseas trade enabled
coastal dwellers to avoid becoming pirates, which resonates with the argument
that if the market is open, pirates instead become merchants. However, the cases
analysed in the thesis reveal that crimes related to piracy were still a serious issue
during the closing decades of the Ming Dynasty. Prefectural judge Qi Biaojia
mentioned that ‘the pirates were unbridled... Of the five [fishing vessels] which
went out to sea, not more than three could make it back’.279 In some cases, petty
pirates colluded with or even joined the wokou gangs. Thus, wokou obviously still
posed a threat to coastal areas, and local pirates also posed a severe threat to petty
merchants, fishermen and sailors.

In fact, the Ming regime and Fujian’s local officials attempted to prevent and
settle issues related to pirates. In terms of juridical aspect, local officials
implemented severe punishments against pirates, which also served as a serious
warning and deterrent. The trial mode that privileged the principle of law over the
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principles of sentiment and ritual propriety aimed at reducing the number of
pirates. Most of the pirates faced severe punishments once captured by officials.
The main punishment against pirates was decapitation in accordance with the
code titled ‘forcible robbery was committed and goods were taken’. For the
pirates who colluded with wokou and Hongyi, they were mostly punished by head
exposed on the basis of plotting treason. Some pirates avoided the head exposed
sentence, yet they were penalised with other punishments like exile. In short, local
officials harshly punished pirates to prevent coastal dwellers from becoming
pirates.

Regarding the local administrative system, the anchorage group was similar
to the administrative community. The anchorage group, however, contained a
precaution against pirates. The seafaring population, including fishermen and
sailors, was organised under the anchorage groups, the sub-anchorage groups and
the households, so that local officials could govern the population more effectively.
The seafaring population was required to monitor one another and report to the
related local governments any private trade and people who colluded with wokou.
Additionally, fishermen and boatmen were required to disclose the ownership of
vessels in the anchorage group. If a fisherman or boatman encountered pirates
while sailing, local officials would be able to trace the stolen goods by following
the lead of the owner’s name on the vessel. Therefore, the anchorage group helped
organise coastal dwellers and prevent piracy. Concerning the aoli, it mainly
focused on fishermen and sailors who were captured by pirates and its main
purpose was to pacify the captives’ families.

Although local officials in Fujian imposed heavy penalties on pirates and set
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regulations within the local administrative system to guard against pirates, pirates
were still a serious issue in Southeast Fujian after the partial lifting of the
prohibition. Many seafarers were captured and transformed into pirates. Then,
these pirates robbed and killed other victims. This vicious cycle occurred
regularly around Fujian. Maritime societies’ cultural habits and the governance
that the Ming regime and its local officials imposed on the societies both provide
possible and reasonable explanations for this vicious cycle. Fujian’s maritime
societies mainly referred to petty merchants, fishermen, sailors and pirates. Petty
merchants, fishermen and sailors belonged to the four classes of persons, and as
they registered in the aojia system or the lijia system, they were also honourable
persons. Conversely, pirates were ‘sea bandits’ and were regarded as criminals.
The status of pirate did not equate with that of the other societies. Such
differences forced local officials to adopt different approaches when judging
pirates and members of other societies.

Local officials considered the principles of law, ritual propriety and
sentiment, which were also applicable to the whole state, as the principles of
judgment. For cases related to pirates, local officials mainly adopted the principle
of law when making their judgments. Hence, pirates often faced severe
punishments. Nevertheless, for cases involving disputes between petty merchants
and seafarers, local officials considered the specific circumstances of the accused,
i.e., take ‘ritual propriety’, and ‘sentiment’ into account when making their
judgments. ‘Yuandao yijian zhansha wumin shi’ provided a typical example. Yitou
village was involved in a dispute with Yanqin village and villager Zheng Qiu died.
According to the code titled ‘killing or injuring others in play, by mistake, or by
negligence’ (xisha wusha guoshi shashang ren 戲殺誤殺過失殺傷人), the local
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official was supposed to punish the accused with strangulation. However, the local
official only sentenced the accused to being beaten with a heavy stick. Meanwhile,
the previous cases ‘Fenshoudao yijian fuming shi’, ‘Benfu Yijian Jiesha shi’ and
‘Yijian zhapian shi’ demonstrated that local officials frequently adopted the
principle of ritual propriety and sentiment when sentencing the accused. These
cases demonstrated the local officials’ various governance-considerations towards
the societies. Apparently, local officials adopted the three principles to judge cases
involving disputes between petty merchants and seafarers, to emphasise the
importance of assisting and monitoring one another within the maritime societies.
Likewise, the setting of the anchorage group and the content of the aoli
encouraged members in the anchorage group to assist and monitor one another. As
for pirates, local officials repressed them with severe punishments. Ultimately, the
purpose of the governance-considerations was to maintain local security and local
stability.

In fact, local officials punishing pirates very harshly was the critical reason
that induced the vicious cycle and the seriousness of piracy. At the same time, the
persistent cultural habits within the maritime societies made the cycle even harder
to break. In terms of culture, Fujian’s maritime societies resonated with the
cultural habit of antu zhongqian. Some local officials even considered fishermen
as farmers. However, from an operational perspective, the civilians of Fujian
suffered from soil depletion and insufficient arable lands, which forced coastal
dwellers to earn their livelihood by seafaring. Therefore, coastal dwellers
struggled to make a living and earn their bread under the prohibition of overseas
trade. Many of them broke the law by engaging in unofficial trade, fishing or even
piracy. As mentioned by Xu Fuyuan, they gradually prioritised interests over life
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and death.280 As previously mentioned, seafarers captured and transformed into
pirates were usually impoverished civilians. Joining the pirate gang could be the
only way for them to survive. It is not difficult to figure out why seafarers chose
to become pirates after being captured.

Apart from cultural habits, strict law and severe punishments were the major
reasons why petty pirates were difficult to eliminate. During the late Ming period,
the term ‘pirate’ was clearly defined. When local officials identified the accused as
pirates, most of them were executed in accordance with the code titled ‘forcible
robbery was committed and goods were taken’. Those who were not directly
involved in robberies and killings were punished with lighter penalties. For the
accused whose behaviour was not ascertained, they were still kept in custody. The
accused were then left with no means of livelihood and a ruined familyhood.
Hence, if coastal dwellers became pirates and were involved in depredation, they
had no opportunity to regain their honourable person status. The combination of
the strict law and coastal dwellers’ cultural habits resulted in a worse situation of
piracy.

To conclude, this study uses juridical casebooks as a historical source to
examine the local officials’ governance and management of maritime societies
and the reactions of the seafaring population. Through reviewing trials, the local
administrative system and cultural habits related to maritime societies, one can see
that local officials put great importance and efforts in maintaining local security
and stability. With the purpose of maintaining security and stability, local officials
governed honourable persons, including petty merchants, fishermen and sailors,
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under the notion of ‘registering the household and homogenising the people’
(bianhu qimin 編 戶 齊民 ): (1) local officials judged maritime societies by
adopting the three principles also applied to the whole state; (2) the seafaring
population was organised under the local administration system whose structure
was similar to the administrative community. This situation showed that the
seafaring population was not unique to other regions’ civilians in the eyes of the
Ming regime. In the meantime, the state and its officials were concerned about the
actual circumstances of Southeast Fujian, thus rules and regulations familiar to
Fujian were formed. Nevertheless, once coastal dwellers transformed into pirates
or joined pirate gangs, they were no longer considered honourable persons of the
state. They should be punished (mostly with severe punishments). That is, the
adoption by local officials of emphasising the principle of law depended on
whether the accused were pirates or not.

The court opinions filed in the judicial casebooks offer prime examples to
illustrate how the Ming state and its local officials managed the maritime societies
of Fujian. The court opinions also pave new way for re-examining the pirate
issues during the late Ming period, the content of the cultural values, the activities
and identities of the maritime societies, and the relationship between the state
policies and the cultural habits of the seafaring population. By analysing the court
opinions and other historical sources rarely discussed by the past studies, this
study indicates that: (1) the seafaring population was not unique to other regions’
civilians in the eyes of the Ming regime. (2) The identities of maritime societies
were not formed in an arbitrary manner. (3) Maritime societies of Southeast
Fujian followed the cultural habits of ‘antu zhongqian’. (4) Pirates also threatened
merchants, therefore they were not necessarily ‘two sides of the same coin’. (5)
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Wokou and local petty pirates were not eliminated during the late Ming period.
Pirates were still a serious problem that threatened the local security of the
Southeast coast of Fujian. The phenomenon was mainly caused by the strict law
and the cultural habits of maritime societies. Indeed, this study is just the
beginning of exploring the maritime societies of late Ming China. It can be further
expanded by analysing and comparing the maritime societies of Fujian and other
coastal regions, for instance, the seafaring population of Zhejiang and
Guangdong.
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